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JCU Student Files
Groundbreaking
Menacing Charge
Meghan Gourley
John R. Thorne
©The Carroll News
His 1979 high school graduation p icture sho ws a young man with dark, tousled
hair on the brink o f adulthood - his eyes
staring straight ahead.
Fo urteen years later, Jon Killian, 32,
3 110 Essex Rd., a former student o f John
Carroll University, now faces a charge o f
menacing by stalking, filed by a John Carroll
student. Killian 's trial on the stalking charge
is scheduled for Oct. 13 in Shaker Heights
Municipal Court. Not only will the court
be considering its first stalking charge since
the Ohio law took effect on No v. 5, 1992 ,
the charge reflects nearly a year of alleged
activity by Killian on or around the JCU
campus.
In the last II months, spanning two states
and four police jurisdictions, he has been
charged with four counts of criminal trespassing,
two counts of
defiant trespassing, improper handling of a
fir e arm ,
petty thef4
simple assault, contempt of
court, loitering, and
prowling at
night, and
indecent ex~'Y/t _i
posure.
.r:,
In order for a
1 " ~....,::~
menacing
by
Mart<Rat ocy
stalking complaint to
be prosecuted, three elements
must be present. Engaging in a pattern of
conduct, knowingly, and cause another to
believe that the offender will cause physical or mental harm to the other person,
according to the 1993 Ohio Criminal Code.
" If you don' t have those elements, you
don' t have a crime," said Detective. Sergeant. James B. Rohal, of the University
Heights Police Department. "The elements
with 'Jennifer' [pseudonym] were there."
However, the prosecutor did not feel
that the elements were there when Jennifer
originally filed her compla int last January,
so they d id not prosecute at the time, according to Rohal.

Erratic Behavior
Killian enro lled as an undergraduate
student in the fall of 1992 and according to
numerous persons interviewed, his increasingly erratic behavior - both inside
and outside the classroom- was observed
shortly after school started. According to
Dean of Students, Joe Farrell, professors
had complained of Killian' s "unusual" be-

havior in class. For Jennifer, li fe has not
bee n the same since Killian noticed her o n
the fi rst day of classes.
"There were reports that he was bothering girls, one girl in particular quite a bit.
During Parents Weekend he was said to
have been p inching girls, touching them;
maki ng unwanted advances," said Farre ll.
According to Frances McCaffrey, Chief
ofJCU Security, he first ''becameaware" of
Killian, on Sept. 24, 1992, after receiving
a memo from Farrell warning of his behavior in class. On Oct. 28, Killian was reported to Security as acting "unusual" in
the gymnasium.
Two days later, Killian was given a
verbal trespass warning after he was prohibited from the dorms for "causing problems in the dom1s and telephone harassment," according to McCaffrey.
However, according to Farrell, there are
nosightingsofK.illian ever in the dorms.
By this point, the

an endless
series o f
te le pho ne
caJJs onher
an swering
machine.
0
n
Nov. I, one
day after
Killian was
restric ted fro m
the dorms, he was reported as "causing
problems" in The Wolf & Pot, according to
McCaffrey.
On Nov. 3, 1992, after Killian was pulled
out ofthe Carroll swimming pool dripping
wet and fully clothed, he was suspended by
Farrell and banned from campus.
" J suspended him on the spot without a
hearing, whieh I have the authority to do but
have never done before," said Farrell. "I
can suspend someone for 15 days and within
that time, they have aright to a hearing. But
his mother withdrew him before we could
take any disciplinary action."
Killian was informed by JCU Security
that he would be arrested if he was found on
campus.

First Arrest
Later that day, Killian was arrested in
the science center by JCU Security and held
until officers from the University Heights
Police Department arrived and arrested him
on a charge of criminal trespass, according
to UHPD records.

Five days late r on Nov. 8, Killian came
to the UHPD lobby and offered " to help us
out," wanting to fight with any prisoner,
according to police records.
"That's a perfect ind icator that he needs
some mental help," said Rohal. He was not
charged, but was assisted in transport to the
Huro n Road Hospital Medical Ward.

"He was willing to go," said Rohal.
Killian appeared in Shaker Heights Municipal Court on Nov. 24 and entered a plea
of not guilty to the criminal trespass charge.
The trial date was set for Dec. 22, 1992.
The case was continued un til Jan. 12. I 993,
by Killian's request, according to UHPD
SEE KILLIAN Page 10

Fighting Back
Meghan Gourley
Ed itor-in-Chief

I! was o nly when she tried to hide that
Jennifer d iscovered Jo n Killian would always fi nd her.
" He made it clear to me that he was
going to dominate my life," said Jennifer.
Last fall when Jennifer began classes as
a freshman, she noted what seemed to be
coincide nceofKillian'sappearanceoutside
her classes and in the cafeteria. When he
fi nally approached her in the cafeteria, she
said she did not know him. Killian introduced himself.
"I was polite to him," she said. "He was
persistent."
Killian telephoned Jennifer several times
a day and each time he called in what she
termed "series;" he'd call five or six times
consecutively, leaving messages such as " I
think I'm in love with you," and "I can't
live without you."
Jennifer said that the letters and calls
were not threatening, only bothersome and
she tried to downplay it.
One of the first times he approached her,
Killian showed her a copy of her schedule
and said that he had stolen it from one of her
pro fessors.
" His persistence bothered my friends
more than it bothered me," she said. "They

kept telling me that I needed to tell him
straight out to stop calling."
But still, after she told him to leave her
alone, be would not. With the help of Dean
of Students, Joe Farrell, Jennifer had her
number changed.
It appears the lack of access frustrated
Killian as his letter writing increased.
"The letters then started coming ti ve and
six times a day," said Jennifer. "Five and
six times a day."
At this point the letters became sexually
explicit saying what he wanted to do to her.
"You can' t hide from me," they read. "I
will get what I want."
As his continued persistence appeared
to border on obsessive, Jennifer would
wonder to herself, "Is he right outside the
door? The window?"
In hopes of findin g answers, Jennifer
reached out to her RA, Dean Farrell, and
security.
"I think that she handled it j ust as well as
she [Jennifer] possibly could," said Farrell.
"She informed the school. and we informed
the UHPD."
Such efforts began to take their toll, as
Jennifer later reponed trouble sleeping and
difficulty in school. As she later reported,
"Victim feels her life is threatened, states
SEE JENNIFER Page 11

Student Union suffers loss
Elizabeth McDonald
Forum Editor
Even though all bids for the Oct. 2
Homecoming Dance did not sell for the
first time in several years, it was still deemed
a success by co-chairs Student Union Vice
President Maureen McGuinness and Iota
Chi Upsilon Vice President Paul Jordan.
A total of 189 bids were sold out of a
possible 250. "l think what happened this
year is there were a lot of other dances
going on the same night," said McGuinness.
Although the objective o f putting on the
dances is not to make money, the U nion
will undoubtedly take a loss. "My estimations are that we lost $1300 at the most,"
said McGuinness.
Jordan agreed the dance, held at the
Sheraton Hotel, was still a success, despite

the number of bids sold. "I wasn't disappointed because there were three other
fraternity functions that night. We still enjoyed ourselves at the dance," said Jordan.
Accordi ng to McGuinness, the other
dances were a unique circumstance for this
year, as 1993 marks the 25th Anniversary
of the Brotherhood oflota Phi Theta, which
was why they decided to have their own
dance with Alpha Kappa Psi. Jordan added
that "theirs was probably much cheaper
than [John Carroll's Homecoming,)" which
may have been extra incentive for people to
go to the fraternity dance.
O verall, both agreed the dance went
very smoothly. "We were very happy with
the outcome. I was glad to see that the
Student Union and Iota Chi Upsilon could
work together," said Jordan.
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[lommentary
Where are the Macs?
Americans and people all over the
world live in an age of computers. It is
these boxes of silicon and solder that
affect our everyday lives, sometimes in
ways in which we are often unaware.
Along with the constant stream of
amazement computers provide, they also
seem to provide an equally constant
stream of frustration.
It seems strange to me that John
Jon Hofley
Carroll doesn't want to promote this age
· ~~-~~Of:!!.:_.;,:j of computing. There seems to be more
frustration than amazement with computers on John Carroll's
campus.
There is very little encouragement for the use of Electronic mail (E-Mail), a cheap and efficient way for college students
and professors to communicate with friends and colleagues worldwide. The general attitude for PC use seems to be, "figure it out for
yourself," or spend $600 bucks on MN 106!? Why should
someone have to take a class in order to be able to type a paper or
do a simple spreadsheet?
There are a few who have decided to brave the computer
labs. Those brave souls have lost papers and some have sat staring
at the screen wondering how they will get the title of their paper in
bold. There is something that would provide a solution for these
problems, but one John Carroll has seemingly ignored.
This one thing is quite prevalent and in many cases
dominant on campuses like University of Loyola-Marymount,
Cleveland Heights High School, Brown University, University of
Notre Dame, University of Michigan and many, many other fine
educational institutions. That one element is The Apple Macintosh, the computer which some have referred to as the educational
computing standard in America.
Yeah, I know IBM is a must for business, right? Wrong.
Wasn't it Ernst and Young who contributed to the construction of
the business school? Doesn't E&Y recruit at John Carroll for
accounting graduates? Were you aware that Macintoshes happen
to be the dominant computer at Ernst and Young? Not to mention
the installed base of35,000 Macintoshes at KPMG Peat Marwick.
With all the above in mind I am struggling to find reason
for the absence of a Mac lab on this campus. There can't be a
monopoly set up with Hewlett Packard or another PC manufacturer can there?
Over the past ten years, The Macintosh has become an
educational standard from kindergarten through Graduate level
studies. There are a couple key reasons why this standard has
developed over the last decade. The Mac's desktop publishing
abilities far surpass the PC's and most important, Macs are easy
to use.
The timing for a Macintosh lab on this campus could not
be better. What better place could there be for a new Mac lab than
the new Communications/Arts Building?
If John Carroll wants to keep up with the times and with
the competition, the addition of a Macintosh lab should be a simple

doc;s;on
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And you thought that information
was confidential...

Who's being protected here?
For over a year, Jon Killian has allegedly been stalking a John Carroll student, and no one
told us. Once, he brought a loaded gun to campus and laid it down in front of the Belvoir guard
house, and no one told us.
Members of the Residence Life staff were informed of the situation and instructed to watch
for Jon Killian. Through rumors and gossip, some students became aware of the alleged
stalking. Most students, however, were completely oblivious to this situation. Negligible
efforts were made to alert residents to this potential danger.
It's not necessary that we know the name of the person allegedly being stalked. To be
branded as the "stalkee" is an unfair label which any person already enduring trauma should
not have to consider. But, we should be presented with information about situation~ ~ ~s
so we can understand the facts rather than let rumors make our decisions and create our fears.
As community members who should be looking out for one another, we have an obligation
to know when one of our number is in danger. If the entire campus, beyond the Residence Life
staff, was watching for this man, wouldn't the the alleged victim feel safer? Vvouldn' t we all?
As individuals with a healthy concern about our lives, we have a right to know when
potentially dangerous individuals are repeatedly on campus.
Last year when several rapes occurred in the Cedar Center area, Residence Life did an
oustandingjob of informing students of the situation and potential dangers. Signs were posted
with a drawing of the alleged rapist and factual information was presented.
Why is it that the closer danger comes to campus, the less we are told?
None of us came to John Carroll because we thought it was a place devoid of crime. We did
not come here to be protected from the world's violence, now almost impossible to ignore. We
came here to learn. No one expects perfection.
So, rather than protecting us, tell us what's going on.
Knowing that danger exists will not hurt us. Not knowing, however, just might.

Accessible information creates <ianger
How difficult is it to obtain personal information about students at John Carroll University?
Apparently, not difficult enough. Jon Killian was able to obtain a copy of another student's
schedule. When University officials were questioned about how this could be done, no one
could say. Perhaps this incident was unusual, or an exception to the norm at the university.
However, there are several potential risks which are thoughtlessly taken every day. For
example, a student running for a freshman class office can obtain a freshman class list for
campaigning purposes. The list includes the names, phone numbers, social security numbers,
and room numbers of every freshman on campus. The same information about all students on
campus is often given in a similar format to offices on campus throughout the early school year,
because directories are not immediately issued.
How often do we see "maps" made by Resident Assistants of where everyone lives on a given
floor? These enable anyone who walks on the floor to find out where people live, whether the
floor members want them to know or not.
On a small campus like ours, it is not ctifficult to figure out who someone is. We certainly
don't need to make it easier, yet we do, without even thinking.
Students at John Carroll often take safety for granted. Hopefully, the situation with Killain
will help to open our eyes.
Stalking is a dangerous situation which should not be ignored. If you feel you are threatened
by a stalker, do not ignore the situation. Tell someone, and prote<.t yourself.

FORUM
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Student left disappointed with
Native American presentation
To the l;ditor·
Equality for all people in the Umtcd States could be
tangihlc if every race encompassed by this melting pot had
some type of logicity for expressing the goodness held
within their culture. Mr. Bob Roche poorly represented the
"Urban Native Americans m the 1990~" m a presentation
he gave on Sept. 29 in the Jardine Room .
Roche, of the Lake Erie Native American Council
(L.E.NJ·.. C.) blatantly stated his nervousness and lack of
preparation by suggesting that our questions guide htm into
some type of discussion about his Native American culture.
The Cleveland I ndians and their mascot, Chief Wahoo,
were the primary focus throughout his disorganit.cd chaLLer
about the repressed Natives.
The intcgnty of the Native Americans should not be
looked upon as inferior. Positive aspects of the Native
American culture should be recogni1ed and appreciated by
other cultures. There is no time for this tr ivial picketing and
chanting about the alleged disgrace that a mere caricature
docs to an entire race. Since the Native Americans are the
minorities' minority, why not embrace the fun loving
portrait and be proud that they are recogni1ed and associated
with something such as baseball, the true American sport?
Only negativity flowed from Roche's entire presentation. Thcrearemorecrucial aspects that need to be addressed
within the Native American community. such as poor
education systems. drug abuse, alcoholism, and adolescent suicides. The adolescent suicide rate of Native Americans exceed all other adolescent sutctdc rates m the U.S.
Native Americans habituating the reservations "have to
live in two worlds," stated Roche. Have to! In this free
country. no statement such as " H ave to" need be heard of!
Native Americans can make the choice whether or not they
want to become one w ith the United States of America, or
keep themselves a segregated culture. This does not mean
that by becoming one wi th the USA, the Native Americans
will lose their cultural identity, but instead, encompass the
,..,.orld around them.

to

the

3

editor

S1de" mvcsttgative reporters.
On Septcmbcr28, ChannelS did an investigative report
on the fact that students are getting "ripped off' hy local
campus h<x>kstorcs. Who did the report focus on> You
guessed tt 1 Good old JCU! Who would think that a line
Jesuit University would get caught taking advantage of its
students hke that! It's bad enough that tuttton keeps
tncreasing. Docs the University think we arc made of
money'?
The investigative report examined. among other books,
a Plato text that costs ~5.99 at a local bookstore. but local
University bookstores are charging up to $15 for the exact
same text. Students are spending $50 to $100 more than
they have to at campus bookstores.
I wouldalsoliketopointoutthatCase Western University
was the only other University mentioned in the report. I
personally spent over $350 on texts thts semester in the
JCU bookstore, and in one of my $60 hooks, the instructor
has already noted the high number of errors throughout the
text. I f I am going to spend so much on books, I would at
least like to be assured that I am geLLing quality materials.
I do not speak alone on this issue.
The Umvcrsity should be ashamed of Itself. I hope that
the "5 on Your Side" report opened the Admtnistration's
eyes and the eyes of the entire Univcrstly community. I am
sure students and their parents wi II be happy to hear that the
John Carroll Bookstore got caught "ripping off' its customers by the news media.
M ark Abood
Class of 1995

Roche, the prophet for his people, stated that he " never
lived on a reservation." Inquiry was also made into the
Native American's religious and spiritual practice, Roche· s
response, lrOnicaJJy enough, was, "I'm Catholic."
N ative A mericans need not worry about the educated
and open minded cultures who welcome the diversity of
our nation; Native Americans need to worry about being
most notoriously represented b) one of thetr own people.
Maureen Leonard
Class of 1995

Fairness of John Carroll's
bookstore prices questioned
To the Fditor:
Finally, :-..omeone ~poke up about the outrageous pnces
of hooks at the John Carroll Bookstore! For years. students
have complained that the campu~ bookstore '' 3!) taking
advantage of them. and for years, the University denied it.
Well. apparent!) ~omeonc became so led up ~ith the
policies and procedure~ that John Carroll practiced at the
bookstore that the) got the attention of the "5 on Your

attempt to raise school spirit before the Homecoming
football game, hut I find the suggestions tt made about NO
fans very insulting.
If you want to channel my enthustasm for ND to JCU,
don't insult me. !love rooting for JCU Many of my friends
arc involved in all sports. the games arc free, and they look
like ND player~ on the field (whether they're 6' 3' and 250
lbs , or not.)
l it ked last year's poetic column much more for inspiring
school spirit in the enure student body and portraying the
hard work and sacrifice of the football players. rather than
this year's tn~ult to only a portion of the '>tudents. As the
column on rape signs in Ea<;t Hall so eloquently said.
" ...auacktng people does not combat apathy"
So Jon Beech and the rest of you non Notre Darners, I
have three parting words for you. First, I defy you to find
I 00% of any fans who could tell you who John Carroll was.
Second, I'll take your offer to sec "Rudy" finals week, but
I plan on seeing it long before it's out on 'tdeo And third.
you're nght, nobody asked you'
Mark Adamctyk
Cla'ls of 1995

Coordinator thanks JCU for help
with Asian Affairs Conference

To the Editor:
I hope you will allow me to use this forum to express my
pride in and appreciation for the students whose asststance
made possible the 1993 Midwest Conference on Astan
Affairs which John Carroll hosted last \\eek together with
the Cleveland Museum of Art.
A fe~ indivtduals commented to me on the beauty of
Carroll's campus. Many more expressed how tmprcssed
they were with our students. They noted that the students
To the Editor:
J don't normally speak for other people, but when I read with whom they interacted were pleasant, courteous, helpthe Commentary in the Sept. 30 issue of The CN, I felt ful, hard-working, and in some cases, made them feel good
someone needed to come for ward and set things right. F irst about "the younger generation."
Many students, staff, and faculty helped our conference
of all, I have grown up for 19 of my 20 years just outside
the shadow of Notre Dame, and I have been a fan of the participants find their way and answered their questions in
Fight in' Irish since I was 4 years old. I do not thi nk that I a courteous manner. Thank you!
I would especially like to recogni.te the many students
need to withhold my enthusiasm for the team I love any
more than those who root for the Bucs (to pick out the next who volunteered their time during the busy Homecoming
most obvtous group of fans). (Where arc we') C'l cvcl and or W eek end to h elp with the conrcrcm:c W1thou\ Kri..,ti n
Pittsburgh?) I know the comeback to that one, " We live Curtin and Michelle Tackla, the East-Astan tudtcs workthere (population 2.057 million ( I990 census), student study students,the conference might never have happened.
Additionally, several students volunteered their time to
body percent from Pittsburgh = I 0.0% for the fall, 1993
help
prepare information packets, register parttctpants,
semester) so its okay for us to root for our team. But since
the book exhibit, and do the multitude of large
help
with
you I ive tn South Bend (population I 06,000 ( 1990 census).
and
small
tasks necessary for a successful conference.
student body percentage from Indiana = 0.3% for the fall,
am
grateful
for the skills. the attitudes. and the dediI
1993 semester), you are not allowed."
I feel that all ND fans have a right to express our cation of all the students.
enthusiasm for our team without criticism as much as Susan 0. Long
"yunz" have for your Pittsburgh teams (or Cleveland. or Coordinator, East Asian Studies
whoever you want to root for). Simple maJority does not Program Chair, Midwest Conference on Asian Affairs
give you the right to silence my opinions.
As far as the comparisons go. if you don't like them,
don't make them (and don't hire a bagpipe band for
Homecomtng). Personally, I don't mind betng compared
with one or the most prestigious center:- of higher education in this country (not to bring up the football program at
all. although 1 \\Ouldn't mind.)
I undcr,tand that the Commentary is just the yearly

CN Commentary leaves Notre
Dame fan in a huff

Attention:
"The World's Best Run Theatres"
Are Looking For A Few Good People
0
0
0
0
0
0

If You Are:
• A t least 18 years old
•Customer Service
Oriented
•Energetic &
Self-M oti vated
• Available 30 Hours or
M ore Per Week
•Looking For Career
Advancement
•Interested In a Drug Free
\\-ork Environment

We Will Offer:
•Starting Salary $4.75
•50¢ Per Hour Rai se
Upon Completion of
Training
•College Tuition
Assistance Program
•Sales I ncenti ve
Bonuses
•flexible Hours
•Free Mo' ie Passes

kkt

LOEWS East Theatre
700 Richmond Mall 449-7289

......
0
0
0
0
0

The last
day for
students
to
purchase
Fall
textbooks
in the
bookstore
is Oct. 15.
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Is violence ruining our schools
for future generations?

American support
poorly invested in
Middle East

Dawn Clark
forum Writer

Violence and grade schools arc hccoming more and
more a deadly combination. Recently. in Euclid three
runaway teens were drunk and involved in a shoot out
with the pohce. One of the teens was only 13 years old.
Last year. in Cleveland, two teenage girls went to school
with the intent to kill their teacher. In England. two preteen boys killed another little boy These are examples
of incidents that have been reported by the media.
however, many others go unreported. When my brother
was in the 7th grade he saw one student pull a knife on
another student.
I wonder how many other events go unreported.
More importantly I wonder what life will be like for our
children.
Is it going to be necessary to send our children to
school with their lunch money and a can of mace? We
need to come up with solutions for this increasingly
dangerous trend. We could increase security at the
schools. We could install metal detectors at the doors.
We could have guards patrolling the hallways. We

Sutton Kinter
Forum Writer

With the recently signed Arab-Israeli peace accord the
U S. has pledged itself to another Camp David style
gtveaway. This time instead of Egypt. it's Yasser Arafat's
PLO who wtll be the benefictary ol thts linanctal windfall.
According to esteemed Arab professor Abdel-Majid
Zemzemt, Arafat is the perfect puppet for the Western
powers. As early as 1987, Arafat came out strongly against
the religion of Islam, thereby making him the palatable
secular choice to keep the Palestinians "barefoot and
bowed" before their Israeli oppressors.
Long considered America's only "democratic" ally in
the Middle East, israel has benefited from overly generous
U.S. foreign aid officially totaling three billion a year
(though the true figure is likely several times that).
And what tender mercies has the alleged democracy of
Israel brought to the occupied territories? The Palestinians
have endured trade curbs, military restraints on the supply
of raw materials, and lack of credit for any sort of infrastructure development. Such harsh treatment has brought
many Palestinians to the salvation of Islam. This has
scared the be dickens out of the West. which deplores any
religious system that doesn't kowtow to the economic
order of international finance capitalism. Thus Arafat is
tapped as "liberator of Palestine," when in reality his
faction of the PLO is on the outs with most Palestinians.
Professor Zemzemi warns that an Islamic reaction,
similar to the one that swept the shah out of power in Iran
or that now threatens Hosni Mubarak in Egypt, will provided yet another Mid East War. A war that America will
surely be dragged into.
The current plan for peace will cost, some experts say.
upwards of 30 billion dollars over the next five years. And

Af11x6)~PA

what about the cost in lives if a war should break out? How
can we forget the hundreds of American casualties from the
Beirut bombing of 1983 or the USS Liberty incident of
1967?
Why does America continue to pour money into this
quagmire? These so-called peace efforts will result in a
more anti-Western hatred and simply hasten the rise of
Islamic fundamentalism, which will bring even more misery
down upon the Jewish state of Israel.
Our leaders should heed George Washington's sage
advice to avoid entangling political alliances. Let's stop
sending taxpayer money to the Mid East and bring it home
to d\Jr crumbling inner cities where it belongs.

~®

OPENING SOON ·
IN

Wes-tlake
Our Managers are professionals at making sure.••
The Atmosphere Is always fun,
The Food is always fresh,
The Service is always good,
The Schedule Is always set and
The Training Is designed to let you shine!

-&---~/Ia~ IIJibll/JYR~

~,wW ilAf/N,~;J'/"
If you are an energetic, enthusiastic, team player
looking for a fun, fast-paced environment,
then come join our OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available:
• Hosts/ Hostesses

• Bartenders

• Bussers
•
• Prep/ Pantry Cooks •
• Servers
•
• Broiler/ Saute"
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Grill Cooks
Dishwashers
Fry Cooks
Cooks

Apply in person
( Mon - Fri 9am - 6pm • Sat toam - 2pm )

30195 Detriot Road, Westlake
Corner of Detroit and Crocker in the
Promenade Center
Come see us before we're MAX-ed out!

could set up vtdeo camerae; to catch wh:ucvcr the guards
miss. We could have dogs roaming the halls searching
for drugs. However, all of this sounds a lillie too much
like prison to me. We need to allow children thcfrcedom
to be !\ids and sttll protect them. The reality is not all
children arc doing drugs and trying to ki II each other. but
how do we prevent them from becoming victims?
Perhaps the best solution we have is ourselves.
As future parents, it will be our responsibility to talk
to our children. Schools have been forced to mcrease the
role they play in children ·s lives. Schools now not only
teach the children but also have to discipline them and
show them right from wrong. Yes, schools need to
punish the children, but the primary source should come
from the parents. We need to become more active in
parenting. Possibly we, as future parents, can decrease
the violence in the schools if we are able to regain our
position of authority.
We should be able to send our children to school
without fearing for their safety. It will be up to us,
however, to be willing to devote the time to our children
and not leave the burden to the schools.

Walk or Run to Wellness
Friday Ocf 8: 11a.m.-3p.m.
Saturday, Oct 9: 1Oam.-1 p.m.
at the Track and Gym
Faculty, staff and students welcome to
run or walk this 2 mile course
Sponsored by the WeHness Program

Learn about graduate programs and
careers in anagement cience and
Operations Management at tl1e

•'

Open House
at
Department of Operations Research
410 Enterprise Hall
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
•Find out what Management Scientists do and why
•Learn about career opportunities and salaries
•Find out about the M.S. and Ph.D. programs and
financial aid
•Take part in designing a mathematical model and
using computer software to solve a decision problem

Friday, October 15, 1993
10:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
(A complimentary lunch will be served)
Attendance is free
For further information and reservations
Call 216/368-3845

NEWS
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Fiction reading helps hungry
Derek Diaz
News Editor

The SAC Conference Room
could not hold them all.
In fact. no room atJohn Carroll
University would have been large
enough to hold the hundreds or
authors, thousands of volunteers.
and countless listeners who participated in the fiction readings

held around the nation last Tues·
day to raise money for national
hunger relief.
Campus Ministry and the JCU
English Department, hosting lo
cal authors Mark Winegardner
and Mary Gnmm, sponsored one
or the 200 readings for hunger
relief.
The readings. as part of Share

Freshntan priinaries
intensify SUrace
Derek Diaz
News Editor

•The crowd that galhered out
side the Student Union office late
last Tuesday night erupted into
hugs and handshakes as lhe official results of the freshman primaries were released.
According to !.he official count,
Dave Barcelona and Bob Morris
survived the primaries as presidential candidates. while vying for
the position of vice president will
be Amy Arceci and Kristen Burgess. The office of freshman class
secretary will be contested by Joy
Malek and Kristi Vadino. Emily

Bernard and Michelle Pesce will
battle it out for the position of
Class Treasurer.
ChiefJusticeJohnCranley said
that the freshman primaries went
better than expected.
"More people ran in this election than during any previous administration," Cranley reported.
Presidential Candidate Bob
Morris said the primaries should
have been more political in nature.
"I'd liketochangetheprimaries
into a series of speeches and debates and make the race more political rather than a popularity
contest."

BP offers class
on car care
~Pem~lo~------

StaH Reporter

The Office of Student Affairs
is now offering a basic automotive class designed to familiarize
students with the terminology.
tools. and techniques of automotive service. The program is being
co-sponsored by the local BP and
Procarcgasstation on Fainnont Cin:le.
"Since the BP Procare Station
is so close," said W. D.
Bookwalter. acting Vice President of Student Affairs, ''we
thought students might be interested in learning how to take care

of their cars."
The BP station will provide
will provide the instructor for the
program and will also provide the
usc of its facilities.
The program will run every
Wednesday night from October 6
toNovember 17,andis tentatively
scheduled to run next semester.
There will be an hour ofclassroom
instruction each week combined
wtth two and a halfhours ofhandson work at the BP Procare shop.
The cost for the course is $200.
and there is even an oil change
inc Iudcd in the cost of the course.

---

..-CLIFFS QUICK

Our Strengths National Campaign
for Hunger Relief, took place on
college campuses and bookstores
all around lhe United States. SOS,
one of the nation's largest nonprofit agencies prov1dtng funds
for hunger relief, ra1ses money for
over 250 hunger relief and community development organilations in the U.S.
Theconceptofholding fiction
readings for charity began last
year with SOS's Writers Harvest
National Reading. where over
$43,000 was raised nationally for
hunger relief.
John Carroll University and
Booksellers bookstore together
contrtbuted$ l,l OOofthe$43,000.
Winegardner. also a professor
of English at JCU, said that he
became involved with SOS because of the idea of "clean transactions."
··r like the idea lhat people can
give money directly at these
readings," Winegardner said.
"One hundred percent of the proceeds from ticket sales go to fight
hunger. I also like the fact that
writers are giving of themselves,
they are using their work for
something good."
Winegardner, author of such
books as The Prophets of the
Sandlots and Elvis Priestly Boulevard, shared part of his book
Vera Cruz Blues for the reading.
The book, about a middle-aged
woman in the 1940s. ex.plorcc;
life for a female during a pivotal
stage in history.
Following Winegardner with
a story entitled "Five Years,"
Grimm read her work about a
young woman who lost her husband in a motorcycle accident.
Edmond Worley. Executive
D1rector for Cleveland Food
Banks. said that his organi~at ion
has had positive results from the
annual fiction readings.
"The readings raise consciousnessabout hunger," Worley
explained. "Anytime we can do
that, it's a big help."

REVIEWS~

When you need help preparing for a tes~ think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
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Student union
debates policy for
political bills
Joseph M_:_Guay _ __
Assistant News Editor

A debate ensued at Tuesday's
Srudent Union mc:cting in rc.sponsc
to a proposed bill to set policy
regarding pac;sage of politically
oriented lcgi~lation hy the Senate.
The bill, which was tabled
and sent to committee for redrafting. stated that "no pohltcal resolution [would] be considered until the Student Union
ha<> instructed the lnfl>mlation
Commiueetodoa~urveytodcter

mine lhe opinion ot too student
body as to that le8Jslation "
The bill was co ·sponsored
by Matt Cox, chainnan of the
Information committt-e. Mark
Daniel DeLaney, secretary of
the Student Union. and Gordon
Short. president of the sopho-

more class. The bill was proposed in r(!spon!>e to a survey
conducted by the Information
Committee in which 21 out of
143 students polled hclicvcd the
Student Union should not be involved with rcprc!>enting a side of,
or supporting any political view.
The controversy occurred
when studcnto; questiOned "the
ambiguous nature" of the bill's
phrasing
"What is politically--oriented
legislation?" asked Jcn Shaffer.
senior cia's oft-campus senator.
"This survey docs not represent a
large portion of the student body."
The Infotn1ation and Investigation Comminces will table a
joint meeting to revise the bill.
which will be presented again
at a later date.

Chief Wahoo degrading,
Native American says
Walt Pavluk
Stott Reporter

The Multicultural Affairs office at John Carroll Universi ty is
sponsoring a "Cultural Awareness
Series" for the 1993-94 school year.
The purpose of these activities is to
broaden interests and explore differcut culrures through lecture.<., artistic
performances and festivals.
The series started with Robert
Roche, social service chairman for
the Lake Erie Native American
Council (LENAC). who stated that
the Cleveland Indians mascot
Chief Wahoo is degradmg Native
Americans.
"I don't look. like this guy,"
said Roche while holding up a picture
of Chief Wahoo. "It is demeaning.
stereotyping, dehumani1ing. and it
screams racism. This logo promotes
a drunken stereotype image."
Roche said that LENAC is
against Chief Wahoo as well as
the name. "the lndtans." The
Cleveland Indians do not plan to
change the name or the mascot for
the 1994 season at Gateway. according to Roche.
''Our voice is not loud enough to
be heard," said Roche. 'There are
approximately 20.000 Nattve
Americans in the Cleveland area"
Roche also d1scussed Native
American burial grounds that arc

being vandali.Ged for their artifacts and property value. The
burial grounds in the Cuyahoga
Valley Metroparks that extend
from Valley View to Columbus,
Ohio are protected under the Jaw.
Roche said there is nothing
LENAC' can do <\hou\ \he de-

struction of burial mounds in
southern Ohio.
According to Roche, suicide
among Native Americans living
on reservations is the highest in
the world per captta due to low
self-esteem. Alcoholism. drug
abuse. and high school dropouts
are other problems that face nativeAmericans. Any mdustry that
is located on the reservation will
generally not hire Native Americans said Roche.
LENAC was formed three
years ago to provide services and
cultural awareness for Native
Americans. The organizatton
prO\ 1des cultural and creative art
activities. social. youth. and referral services
Roche said Nattvc American
goals for the future include selfsufficiency, care takers for our
own land. more opportunities and
more jobs.
"We would do an} thing against
that which\\ ould degrade us," said
Roche. "We arc alive and well."

Nevv L.ocat:ion
at: The Civic!

Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals.
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Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests wit:h Cliffs Quick Reviews.
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HOMECOMING WEEKEND
OctoBER 1-2.,
BROUGHT SEVERAL
GENERATIONS TOGETHER
TO CELEBRATE AT JOHN
CARROLL UNIVERSITY.
lOTA CHI UPSILON AND
THE STUDENT UNION
COORDINATED
ACTIVITIES FOR THE
WEEKEND. FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 1, OVER 2.00
PAPER HORNS SOUNDED
AT THE PEP RALLY TO
CHEER ON THE BLUE
STREAKS. SATURDAY
AFTERNOON HUNDREDS
GATIERED AT A BLOCK
PARTY ON BELVOIR.
THAT SAME
AFTERNOON, TIE J<U
FOOTBALL TEAM BEAT
OHIO NORTHERN 10·2.4
AT WASMER FIELD.
SATURDAY NIGHT, OVER
100 STUDENTS
CONGREGATED AT THE
SHERATON,
DOWNTOWN, FOR THE
HOMECOMING DANCE.

PHOTOS BY MIKE JAMES AND MARK
RAKOCY
LAYOUT & TEXT BY MIKE JAMES

ENTERTAINMENT
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James Caan gets with The Program
C hris G reen
Stoff Reporter

Eastern State Universit) ·.,
football program is one of the top
programs in the country.
It attracts the finest players in
the country from a wide spectrum
ofbad:grounds. What the fans sec
is only half of what really goes on
The film "'The Program" shows
moviegoers the exciting games, but
alsoabchind the scenes look at the
preparation involved and problems
that face a big time college program.
The Timbcrwolvcs arc led by
star quarterback and Hcisman
Trophy contender Joe Kanc(Craig
Sheffer). Kane is respected and
loved by his fellow teammates.
They will do anything with him
leading the way, includtng lying
in the middle of the street reading
Sports Illustrated.
Along with Kane, the
Timberwolves' highly touted
freshman tailback Darnell
Jefferson (Omar Epps) is the spark
that ESU desperately needs to get
to a championship bowl game,
somethimg which they have failed
to accomplish thepast two years.
ESU's head coach Sam Winters (James Caan) is the inspirational father figure and all out
motivator of the team. In fear of
losing his JOb, Winters docs what-

ever it takes to get to the championship bowl game.
Along the wa:y. ESU faces
some serious obstacles they must
overcome rangmg from a player
who uses steroids to a star quarterback who fears he might end up
like his alcoholic father.
These problems are not uncommon among big time college
programs. It is just that the fans
never view this part of the game.
The idea of 'The Program"
was conceived by producer
Samuel Goldwyn Jr., who played
college football as a student at the
University of Virginia.
It was his long time desire to
make a film that would capture the
authenticity and the unique blend of
amateur athletics and big business of
a major college football program.
Director DavidS. Ward (Major League) knows what it takes to
make a successful sports film.
Ward did not intend forth is film to
be an indictment ofcollege football.
"We've tried to show various
aspects of running a program, in
as realistic a way as possible,"
Ward said. I t's not an demonstration of college football."
While I sat through the film, I
couldn't help but find a parallel
between this film and Major
League. In "The Program" there

Halle Berry tutors Omar Epps in "The Program"
arc two athletes who fight over a
position and also a woman.
The vcteren tailback Ray Griffin {1. Leon Pridgen II) is fighting
to keep his starting position and to
kccphi.sgirlfriendtoDamellJeiTerson.
Their anger is taken onto the
field, as in "M ajor League" when
Corbin Bernsen and Charlie Sheen
take their anger, also caused by a
woman, onto the field.
Both films weredinx:tcd by Ward.
The Program is a film which
gives moviegoers an idea of what

occurs behind the scenes of a big
time football program.
Some people might never have
envisioned college football in this
respect, but itisreality.Eventheactors
had to go through arigorous workoul
According to stunt coordinator/
football coach Allan Graf, over 900
present and former college and pro
players showed up for the try-outs,
with only 52 making the final cuL
Once signed, the actors/players went through a grueling three
week football camp designed to
get them into shape and to rehearse complex plays.
What moviegoers don't realize is what goes on bcforegameday.
The Program is the Owsidns
and Sr. Elmo 's Fire of the 90'~.
The cast includes up and com-

~~

Editor's Note: The Lenny
Kravitz. photo that ron in last
week's issut> <rhould hm•e been~._;
a edaied ro J. D. Schreiber of
Fm Maga:::.ine

-

~
I' tf

20680 North Park Blvd.

ingstarS: OmarEpps(Juice), Halle
Berry ("Boomerang"), Craig
Sheffer ("A River Runs Through
It"), and Kristy Swanson ("Buffy
the Vampire Slayer").
"The Program" will definitely
have moviegoers cheering in their
scats, jumping in their seats, or
falling off their seats. Be sure to
bring your seatbelts. You don't
have to be a sports fan to enjoy
this film. All that is required i s an
admiration for hard work and
determination. A liule sweat can
go a long way.

Uni versity He ights, Ohio 44118

Happy Hour

200/o D~~~~~~T

Mon-Fri 3PM-6PM & Sat 12PM-6PM
(Cafe Only)

WE'RE SETIING THE TREND
OTHERS WILL FOLLOW ...
MUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. r~EGULAR PRICE

321-2741

321-7272

0IN0 PAlM IE RI
Salon
_____

22oz. Big Bud & Bud lite Specials
Daily Drink Specials
1/2 Price Appetizers
15¢ Wing s Mon & Tue s 7PM- Clo se
Friday Free Pizza Buffet
At Midnight
Every Friday in October,
20 oz. Draft Specials
2 drink minimum
15¢ Wings

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

We offer an array of sauces and toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
The menu also includes great salads, calzone, burgers, appetizers,
chicken, veal, eggplant and sandwiches, from the traditional to the
creative.

{:1

Print Center

Full Service - Friendly People - Low Prices
From self-serve copying, course packs and dissertations to
party invitations, stationery . resumes and typesetting, we
offer a full range of copy and printing services with
recycled paper and soy inks.

We at PIZZAZZ realize you're too busy studying (or just plain lazy) so
for your convenience we are offering delivery from 6pm-10pm.
JCU campus and fraternities only!

1,000 Flyers - $25.00

With-in Walking Distance of Campus
onl~.

248-8810
255-4888

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
EDUCATIONAL PRINTING

Taste the di

Takl'-Olll

381-7773

(if!·XiJf!1 tf¥C)
Copy

Take $2.00 off an lor e

SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOr~ AN APPOINT-

___, MENT WITH ONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS.

Authorized Copying of Copyrighted Course Materials

izza with this ad

Coupon & SpL'ciab Expirl' (ktohl'r 31. llJ93

Complete Copy U Print Center
•
1

1938 South Taylor Road
Cleveland Heights

I

call 932-5454
or fax 932-5456

next to the Grange Bar across rrom Taylor Commons
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The Economics of the Citibank
Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price
Protection contribute to upwanl growth. A variety of factors have been
suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa®
carci. It's this last one, however, that affects most students.

~ The

Citibank Classic VISa card offers

immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service"" from MCI! And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount
for domestic flights? Savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low

variable interest rate of 15.4%3 and no annual fee,
and you can significantly improve your personal
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends
No known p1cnue of Ufwu~~gwn sm•li~~g ~XISl$. &onomtsts bellnoe Kflshl!lgton "OS
unhappy b«ause he /tltlr~ could haw ~•llf!d a betU>r deal on l<(lr suppll~ 1/ he ~ a
Cillbank ClassiC Vl$0 card. he would hOW! b«n asswwi ofge/11118/he best prici' and probably
would hOW! b«n happ1er (Arttst rrndm~~g ofhow h~ would haw ap~mi on thi' dollar)

to be pretty gross). Put another way, one might

even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or 1\\U (the musical kind, of course). ~ On the way to the
record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on

Monarch Notes~ Version:

the Ciubank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

The Citibank Classic VSi card will

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Ciubank will refund the difference up to $150.4 To protect

be there for )00 with special stu-

these investments, Buyers Security"" can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the ~ of purchase.4 And Citibank Lifetime
Warranty"" can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years. ~ But perhaps the

dent d iscounts, no fee, and a \ow
rate ... so )CUr

own coonor11y will

be more like a boom than a bust.

5

features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc. -all featured on The
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile

takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet"" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. ~ So
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a
downswing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is
something else again.) ~ Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can
only be a boost. You're investing in futures-that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in
today's - how shall we say?- fickle market.~ To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic VISa card. Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. ~The Law of Student
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a
student's unlimited wants and needs. while reducing the Risk
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources-with

.,.

,122 0012

3~5~

1sqo

the greatest supply of services and savings possible-then students will demand said credit card." So, demand away-call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'53\1118$ datm ll baSC<I on a IO·mmutr mt~htfweekend callm the 1.911 t.o 1000 m11tage band uStng MCn Card Compattbolll• rates·~ AT&T's ~tandard calhng card nues. eff«t"e 4/91 Cmbank ulhng
Se"'tee longdlltanre =~ ""nnot be apploed toobtam ben<hlS under am oth<r "'CI partn<r pr<>gr.~m oroffer.tnetudmg tra-el 8\>-:lld programs 'Offrr r cporu6/.10/94 Mtrumum to<~« put<'has< pncc: IS SIOO.
Rtba~Csart lor Clllbank student caldm<mb<rson t•ckm•~ b' ISE f'llp.l$onl\ 'Th< Annuol Ptrcen~ Rate lOr p~~rchasesu IS4 .. asof8t93 and mil\ ...r) quartm- Th< Annual Ptrc<ntag< Ra1e l<lrca.!h
""'""""' tS JQS'Ib. I(• hnance charge tS tmPOS<d. th< m•mmum IS 50rtnl< Th<r< "an additiOnal ~nanc< ChaiSe lOr e3<'h ca.!h advanr< tr.l/ISOCitOn eq~l to 2.. o(th< amount of each ca.!h advance tran.sacuon.
h~..~r. n "'til no1 t.: k'ss 1han S.2 00 OIIJt'3lC'r 1h.an SIO.OO "Ctn.a.n condut.Qn\ and t'l.duSions Jpph Plnst rtkr to \OUr Summar' of ·\ddttJOnal Pqram lnforma.uon. Bu~ Sttunt" IS undaw..-nttcn bY The
Zunch lntcmo:UionJI t_,'K lamned 'Crrta~n rtstncuonsand hmn.atJOn$appt\ t..:ndn~nttcn ~ thf' '~ HOlmp~tmt· l~uran.cc(ompam Serve~ hfec~pecunc) vatl(S~ produC1 and ISatlcaSJ t~ mmJmum
ba«d on r<tatltndU5tf\ d>ta Dcwtls of CO\\"r.l~ •r< il\'3tlabk '" '"'"Summa" of A<ldtttan>l Prosnm lnlorm<allon ~1onarch 1 ~t<S ar< p<Jbhsh<d 1>\ MonarCh Prt:s.s 1 d"tStOn ofSunon & Sdtus..,r. •
PJr.unount Communo<auon.s Compan' LiSC<I by pcrm~MIOn ot the publ1<h<r Ctttbank credn c>nls are ,,..,.., 1>\ Ctttbant. !South Dakota) -,;A 1~93 Cutbank !South D>Mlll). N A Member FDIC'

Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.
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KILLIAN from page 1

records. Killian was referred to the
pre sentencing department for
investigationand evaluation.
Throughout Nov. and Dec., 1992,
Killian sent llletters to then Freshman,
Jennifer, who eventually filed the
menacing by stalking charge on Jan.
12,1993, according to UHPD.
Early in the morning of Dec. 5,
Killian "was observed operating a silver Toyota backwards through the entrance of the Belvoir guard house,"
according to UHPD records. Killian
asked the JCU security guard if he
could park on campus, and was told
that he could not and was told to leave,
according to UHPD records.
Six hours later, Killian returned,
walking to the Belvoir guard house,
where he told a JCU security officer,
"He wanted on campus so that he could
approach a female student, to ascertain
if she would marry him," according to
police records.
Once again Killian was detained on
theJCU campus until arrival by UHPD
where he was arrested and charged for
the second time with criminal trespass.

Allegheny County in PA., Killian was
charged with simple assault and defiant trespassing on Jan. 2, 1993. Records
report that Killian was asked to leave
the downtown Pittsburgh Wi II iam Penn
HoteL After leaving, Killian returned
to the hotel approximately 15 minutes
later, and got into a scuffle with a hotel
employee in an elevator. This incident
resulted in Killian's arrest.
Two days later, on Jan. 4, 1993,
Killian was charged with defiant trespassing, loitering, and prowling at night
at "a building or occupied structure,"
according to Pittsburgh Police records.

evaluation was conducted at the Behavior Clinic, according to Rohal.
"As a result of his actions in Pittsburgh, he was put into Mayview [State
Hospital] for 90 days." according to
Rohal.
During the time of his incarceration,
Killian sent a total of 17 letters; nine to
Farrell and eight to Jennifer.
According to Farrell, the letters he
received from Killian were asking
Farrell to give the letters to Jennifer. In
an interview with the CN, Jennifer
signed an intent to prosecute form on
Feb. 9, 1993, according to UHPD.

Gun Dropped
In theearlymomingofDec. 7,1992,
Killian appeared at the Belvoir guard
house twice. The first time he placed a
"loaded Colt 45" on the pavement near
the guard house; the gun was loaded
with six rounds of hollow point bullets,
according to UHPD records. Four hours
later, Killian returned to JCU property,
where he was detained by JCU security
until UHPD officers arrived.
"Found inside Killian's coat pocket
were twelve spent 45 ACP (Automatic
Colt Pistol) cases, four moon clips, and
one Live 45 ACP round," according to
police records. Also ''found inside
Killian's auto were nine live 45 ACP
rounds."
From his two visits on the JCU campus on Dec. 7, Killian was charged
with two counts of criminal trespass
and improper handling of firearms in a
motor vehicle.
While the JCU community was on
semester break, Killian appeared in
Shaker Heights Municipal Court on
Dec. 22. At that time, all cases stemming from charges filed by UHPD for
the JCU reported incidents on Nov. 3,
Dec. 5, and Dec. 7 were scheduled to be
heard, according to court documents.
However, "at the defendant's request,"
the criminal trespassing and firearms
charges and resultant cases were continued untilJan 12. 1993, according to
Shaker Court records.
According to police records from

UHPD photo of Jon Killian

The hearing date was set for Jan. 12,
1993; the same day he was scheduled
to appear in Shaker Heights court, for
the various JCU-re1ated charges.
Killian's mother appeared in court with
Killian's defense attorney, Gary Johnson, and on Jan. 13, 1993, a warrant for
Killian's arrest was issued for "contempt for failure to appear," according
to UHPD records.
Ironically, also, on Jan. 12, Jennifer
filed a menacing by stalking complaint
to UHPD in which she said she, "feels
her I ife is threatened, states she has
nightmares and difficulty sleeping,"
according to UHPD records.
While Killian v..as incarcerated in
Pittsburgh, a court-ordered psychiatric

Return to Cleveland
Upon Killian's release from
Mayview Hospital on May 13, 1993,
he was scheduled to start outpatient
counseling at Ohio Mental Health
CenterinBeachwoodonMay 17,1993,
said Rohal, who said he was told this by
Paula Lamberto of the Behavior Clinic.
On May 14, 1993, Killian paid $217
bond on the two UHPD criminal trespassing charges and the improper handling of a firearm.
Killian did appeared in Shaker
Heights Municipa.J Court on June 15,
1993 for the three charges of criminal
trespass from Nov. 3, Dec. 5. Dec. 7,
and improper use of firearms. He plead
"no contest," was found guilty, and

was put on probation for a pre sentencing investigation.
As of Oct. 4, 1993, Killian has yet to
be sentenced on these four charges and
his no contest plea.
On August 23, 1993, the Beachwood
police cited Killian for disorderly conduct for "exposing his right buttock to
a female" in the parking lot of an office
building at the corner of Chagrin Boulevard and Green Road. According to
reports, the case was transferred to the
Shaker Heights courts where Killian
plead guilty, Sept. 17, to the charge. A
pre-sentencing investigation was ordered, according to court records.
Upon Jennifer's return to campus
from summer break, she received seven
pieces of mail from Killian. He also
sent her a check for $10,000 dated
Sept. 6, 1993 that was pre-signed by his
grandmother.
Killian was charged with aggravated
burglary which was "as a result of
information received by the Cleveland
Heights Prosecutor's office; the charge
was reduced to petty theft," according
to the Cleveland Heights pol ice records.
Killian plead guilty to petty theft in
court on Sept. 22, 1993 and is now in
pre-sentencing investigation.
Sentencing is scheduled for Oct.
18, 1993 for Cleveland Height's
Municipal Court. On September 15,
1993, Jennifer filed a menacing by
sta lking complaint and affidavit in
Shaker Heights Municipal Court
against Jon Killian. A warrant was
issued and Killian was arrested the
same day.
On Sept. 17, 1993, Killian appeared
in Shaker Court with his lawyer, and
plead guilty to disorderly conduct and
not guilty to menacing by stalking.
Shaker Heights Judge Virgil E. Brown,
Jr. issued an anti-stalking protection
order that prohibits Killian to come
within 100ft. of John Carroll University campus or property or the victim.
No contact directly or indirectly, by the
defendant with Jennifer, by Jetter, telephone, or any other means, and Killian
must continue all current treatment and
follow advice of said treatment," according to Shaker Heights Municipal
Court records. The trial is set for Oct.
13, 1993.
"Any violation of that is an immediate arrest," said Rohal. "My main
concern is to get him convicted and
protect Jennifer."
Rohal said that he has had many
sleepless nights over these incidents.
"I feel so strongly that Jennifer has to
be protected ," said Rohal. "If it wasn't
her, it is likely it could have been someone else."
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Victim puts stalking law to test
JENNIFER/rom page I
she has nightmares and has difliculty
sleeping. She states she failed several
classes at John Carroll University because
she was unable to concentrate due to the
suspect stalldng her," according to UHPD
records.
"My mother would call late at night just
to ask how I was," Jennifer said. "She felt
so helpless."
During this time, reports of Killian's
erratic behavior had become known among
many ofrus professors. As a result, Ki IIian
was suspended from Carroll and forbidden
to be on campus.
"I wanted him to get help," said Farrell.
"I don't think that he belonged at John
Carroll."
"But he was on campus all the time
anyway - just to seek me out," Jennifer
said. While she reported the letters and

phone calls to Farrell and UHPD, she heard
of his multiple arrests by security for trespassing on campus.
Again with the help of Farrell, Jennifer
had her mailbox number changed, but the
letters still found their way to Jennifer.
"He used to call me his innocent little
angel," said Jennifer." He'd send me cigarettes and say that he wanted to corrupt
me." She said he would sign his letters and
return address them as 'Killer,' 'Jack the
Giant; and " The Stalker."'
In one letter, Killian had proposed to
Jennifer and soon after he carne to campus
with a loaded gun telling security that he
had to see her to find out her answer.
"He seriously thought that it was a mutual thing. He really thought that I loved
him too," said Jennifer.
Jennifer made several reports at UHPD,
but the prosecuting attorney didn't feel that

The first of its kind
Nora Mackin
Editorial Editor

As of November 5, 1992, Ohio residents have legal ~eans to protect themselves
from stalkers through the menacing by stalking law. Before the menacing by
stalking law was passed, no legal action could be taken until an alleged stalker broke
an existing criminal Jaw.
"Now we no longer have to wait for something to happen," said Detective
Sergeant James B. Rohal, UHPD.
Now individuals do not have to wait until they become victims of a stalker before
they can press charges.
"The law has changed a number of existing laws, and has created a few others,"
according to Jane Donnell, Templum House court advocate. Templum House is an
agency that works with women and their children who are in abusive relationships.
"Thls now gives the police something they can do prior to something happening,"
said DonnelL
Under the menacing by stalking law, it is illegal for an individual to knowingly
engage in "patterns of conduct" which will cause another to believe they will be the
victim of physical harm or mental distress from the other.
"The UHPD did what they could to establish his [Jon K.illian'-s} pattern of
behavior," said Donnell.
The law defines "pattern of conduct" as "two or more actions or incidents closely
related in time."
"Mental distress" is defined as "any mental illness or condition that involves
some temporary substantial incapacity or mental illness condition that would
normally require psychiatric treatment."
According to Donnell, the number of individuals stalked by someone he/she was
formerly in a relationship with far exceeds the numberof thosestalked by strangers,
such as in the case of Jennifer.
The first violation of this law results in a frrst degree misdemeanor. If the offender
has previously been convicted or pleads guilty to a violation of this law involving
the same person who is the victim of the current offense, "menacing by stalking is
a felony of the fourth degree."
When establishing bail for an individual accused of Menacing by Stalking, the
court considers the defendant's history of violence, toward the complainant or
otherwise; the mental health of the defendant; whether the defendant has previously
violated the orders of any court or governmental body; whether the defendant is a
potential threat; whether setting a high bail will interfere with any treabnent or
counseling the defendant is receiving.
In addition to the bail set, the complainantmay fileanantHtalldngpocectionorderas
a J:RUia1 cxmdition of releaie, but only in stranger S1aliQng cases, aclCOlding to DooneU.
Such an order wiU be issued if the court finds that the "safety and protection of
the complainant tnay be impaired by the continued presence of the alleged stalker.''
The court designates terms designed to ensure the protection of the CQmplainant. In
the case against Killian, the order specified that he is prohibited from coming within
100 feet from campus or Jennifer, he is prohibited from contacting her by any means,
and he must take his medication as instructed.
The issuance of an anti-stalking protection order does not mean chat the alleged
offender was found guilty of the offense, and "shall not be introduced as evidence
of the commission of the offense.''
Failureto comply withananti-stalkingprotectionordermaysubjectthede~
to further criminal charges of increasing weigbl
Porexample,ifKJllianweretoentercampus.hewouldbeviolatingtheorder.but
if he were to approach Jennifer or even speak to her, the severity of tbe charges
increases, according to Donnell.
·
"All criminal cases are not made up only of the act, but of the evidence. Even if
the defendant violates the order, what the evidence shows is really the key," said
Donnell. "We wanted to make sure all the components of the crime were
documented."
If the protection orderis violated andithas not been violated beforeinvolvingthe
same person, the violation is a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If the offender has
been convicted or plead guHty to a violation involving the same person, the violation
is a fourth degree misdemeanor. If the offender has been convicted or plead guilty
to two or more violations, the violation is a felony of the fourth degree..
If the protection order is violated in a way that caused physical harm to the person
or property of the person protected by the order, the court can order a mental
evaluation. The court can then order up to two similar evaluations.

she had a case strong enough to convict.
according to UHPD Detective Sergeant
James B. Rohal.
After one of Killian's arrests, the UHPD
told Jennifer that Killian "was infatuated"
with her and that she needed to tell him
forcefully to leave her alone.
·'They actually scared me," she said.
"They [UHPD] told me that I couldn' tlook
scared or say that I was scared because that
only encouraged him."
But Jennifer's fear overcame her and
she pleaded with him to stop.
"He just sat there with a smirk on rus
face," she said. "As the guards took him
away he mouthed the words 'I love you.' I
realized how much he was enjoying this."
With the continuous letters throughout
the rest of the fall semester, Jennifer's parents became more and more concerned.
They encouragedJenniferto withdraw from
Carroll.
"Everyday there was something else to
deal with," said Jennifer.
Jennifer's mother and stepfather went to
Killian's home in Cleveland Heights and
spoke with Killian's mother.
"She cried to my parents," said Jennifer.
"She said that he has attacked her and that
she's afraid of him."
"When I ftrst carne to John Carroll, my
parents felt good about leaving me here.
This was supposed to be the best times for
me," said Jennifer. But instead Jennifer has
been at the mercy of a stalker.
"How dare trus person govern my life?"
asked Jennifer. "Everything I have wanted
to do, I couJdn' t. I had no choice. I was told
the way it was."
With the increasing incidents of letters,
Jennifer's parents came to John Carroll
about two weeks beforesemesrerbreakand
took her home.
"My professors were really great about
the whole thing," said Jennifer. "I was able
to take some of my finals at home, and I
carne back to Cleveland a few times to take
others."
Because Killian was expected to appear
in court over the semester break for other
charges and did not, Jennifer and her farnjJ y
were worried that Killian was in New York,
her home state.
"We alerted the police there and had our
house watched," said Jennifer, who said
that she doesn't know whether or not Ki II ian
was ever in New York.
Jennifer's parents didn' t want her to
return to John Carroll for the spring semester as long as Killian was here. They
withdrew her and she began attending
classes at Canisius College.
But when Jennifer returned to Carroll to
move her belongings back home, she heard
of Killian's incarceration in Pittsburgh.
"I had heard of the incident in Pittsburgh
from the UHPD, and I alerted her parents,"
said Farrell.
"My parents said thatl could stay here as
long as Killian was incarceraled,"Jennifersaid.
Following several incidents in Pi~
Killian was arrested for defiant trespassing and
simpleassaul t and later committed to Mayview
State Hospital, according to Rohal.
Killian sent Jennifer a total of 17 letters
wrule he was in Mayview Hospital, yet she
said the letters were not physically threat-

ening.
Jennifer did not hear from Killian over
the summer, but when she returned to JCU
this fall, there were several letters here
waiting for her.
"Jn one of them he actually apologized
for bothering me and said that he would
stop." said Jennifer.
But then in early September, Jennifer
received a check for $10,000; a check for
which Killian plead guilty to a petty theft
charge. Jennifer said there was no note,
only the check.
A few days later she reeei veda letter that
lead her to file a menacing by stalking
complaint. and a request for an anti-stalking protection order against Killian. The
letter was extremely sexually explicit.
"l am uncomfortable even repeating
some of the things that it said," said Jennifer.
"It [the letter] is very sexually explicit
and what we feel is an indicator of violence
towards Jennifer," said Rohal.
"They (the court] couldn't do anything
for so long because he [Killian] hadn' t done
anything, yet he's threatened to do things
that are far worse," said Jennifer. 'They are
so worried about violating his rights that
they violated mine. The system is backwards."
Jennifer appeared in court on Sept. 17,
as did Killian to enter rus plea of not guilty
to menacing by stalldng. At that time, an
anti-stalking protection order that states
that Killian can not come within 100 feet of
campus or Jennifer, and he cannot contact
her in any way; letters. telephone, or any
other means. If Killian violates this order,
he will be arrested immediately. Shaker
Heights Judg.c Virgil F . Brown. Jr. sci hail
at $1 0,000; unlike the typical ten percent,
Killian had to produce the full $10.000 to be
released. As a result, his mother put up the
Essex. Road house to bail her son out, and
she will lose her house if Killian violates
the order. Killian's trial is set for Oct. 13,
1993.
"It scares me that he will be mad," said
Jennifer. She said she fears what will
happen if Killian does not go to jail or goes
and gets out soon. "I am afraid that he will
come and punish me because I have punished him."
She worries that if he is incarcerated,
even only for a few months, it will have
been for nothing.
"But that's down the road," said Jennifer. "I can't drive myself crazy thinking
about that. When you are the victim you
downplay it. If you don't, you'll go crazy."
Although Jennifer said she tries to make
light of it, she is well aware of the seriousness involved.
"A lot of students don't take it seriously," said Rohal. "They don't know
what's going on out there."
"I don' tgive him the benefitofthedoubt
anymore. Every time I have been wrong,"
said Jennifer.
She tried to think back to when it all
began a year ago. "I never imagined that it
would come to this," she said. "I blame
myself. Looking at him from the beginning, how could I have not known? But
then again, how could I have? How could
anyone have known?"
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Student dabbles in music and
theatre for future career
Michael James
Specrol Protects Edrtor

Some day, you'll see
Carrie Lichtman· s name 10
lights on a Broadwa} marquee or in a record store.
It's hard to imagine
how this John Carroll junior has time to breath between work10g, sing10g,
acting and studying for a
degree in communications.
"Ultimate ly, I would
like to perform in some
Junior Carrie Lic htman
aspect o f the Performing
Arts. Whether it's acting
or singing, I'm not sure yet," They played in The Wolf and Pot
Lichtman said.
in January o f last year and at
She began singing at the age o f Carrollpalooza. They performed
four in grade school activities and at a few co mmunity functio ns,
too. The gro up disbanded last
during the summer for fun.
"My love is singing. It's my summer because the other members went to college.
passion," she said.
This year Lichtman began colHer first band, October, was
formed when she was a junior in laborating with the guitarist of her
high school. "The guys in my ftrst band in an auempt to write
band, before I auditioned, had some original songs. They paired
formed in the month of October," up with a few of their friends to
become Carried Away.
she said. "The name stuck."
The new group was asked to
October went on to a Battle of
the Bands Contest and played at perform on Keller Commons for
the Cleveland Downtown Rib the Big Brother/Big Sister picnic
Bum Off. The band stayed to- on Friday, Sept. 17.
gether until Lichtman graduated.
"It was great," she said. "I liked
When she came to JCU in the playing outside. The audience
fall of ' 91 , her high school friends was very responsive. I was surasked her to sing a few songs with prised. People stayed and were
them and she became the lead really into it. I was so excited and
sin&er of the aroup Backseat. The I can' t wait to play here again."
Lichtman will demonstrate her
band stayed together for the next
two years, playing folk and al- acting abilities this fall. She will
be performing in the JCU comternative rock cover songs.
Back seat continued to perform. munications department produc-

-

tion of Big River during
the second week of No
\ember. She will perform
a solo dunng th1s show.
This is not her firstJCU
producuon l .ast year she
played Marlene Raleigh in
Nancy Kiefer's, Could
Angels Be Blessed. Kiefer
1s a professor 10 the communications department.
"'' m having a hard time
deciding if I want to sing
or act because I love both
of them," she said. "!love
performing in general."
Duri ng her freshma n a nd
sophomore years, Lichtman was
o n the JCU cheerleading team.
"I decided that I had to concentrate on things that were going
to lead towards a career," she said.
''I' m going to miss it, though. It
was a lot of fun."
Lichtman is currently interning at Mills, Howell and Walbert
& Associates, a n ad ver.tising
agency. where she is working in
Public Relations.
Recently she screened The Age
ofInnocence, staning Daniel DayLewis, Mic helle Pfeifer and
Winona Ryder.
After graduation, Lichtman
isn ' t sure what career she will
pursue.
'1fl don' t try to do something
as far as performing, I'm going to
regret it.." she said.
'"l•m defi nitely going to go for
it. Hopefully, you' ll see my name
somewhere, sometime in the future. 1 would Jove it."
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CN Spotlight:

New student on campus
Jamie Wheeler transferred
to John Carroll Universit) this
year. Originally from Eric, Pa..
he is majoring in Industrial Psychology with a minor in business.
Hobbies : Wcightlifting, any
sport activity, movies, communtty service
Year in school: Junior
Transferr ed from : S lippery
Rock
First impressions a bo ut J CU:
The architecture, landscaping,
and campus is beautifu I. Everyone is friendly and the students
here are serious about their academics. I am impressed so far. T hree words ()thers use to deFa vorite book: Psychology of scribe me: Honest, selectivelyWinning
open, loyal
Person whom I would most An emba r rassing moment: For
like to m eet: Coach Kay, Duke lacrosse initiation the sides and
basketball coach because he the back of my head were shaved.
stresses athletics as well as I always wore a hat but a teacher
academics.
made me stand up without my
Favoritemusic: Anythingfrom hat to show my head to the entire
Pearl Jam to Frank Sinatra
class.
Favoritefood: Any Italian food Why you transferred to J CU?
Ten years from now I see my- Three main reasons: w John
self: Hopefully married with a Carroll is Jesuit affiliated, the
child and working in the Cleve- school size, and it is near a city.
land area applying my major to Favorite actor: Harrison Ford
make improvements in the work Sports fan of: The Cleveland
atmosp here of American com- Browns and Indians
panies.
Transferring to a new school
Someili~laxdd~had~ helped me: Imp rove my comon: Self-motivation
munications skills and forced me
Have you ever traveled? As far to talk with many people. I try to
west as Michigan and as far get to know aS many people as I
'Pt6ttda.
can. You can learn just as much
Treasu red possession : My in the classroom as you can
parents,family, andclosefriends outside of the classroom.

John Carroll University Department of Communications presents

HOLD THE
SCRIPT
A collection of script reading, scenes and improv

October 8, 9, 1993
8 p.m.
Marinello Little Theatre
Tickets on sale Monday, October 4 in the Atrium
$2 reserve, $3 at the door
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Allgeier elected 1993 Homec9ming King
Carolyn Sennett
ProfilesEd1tor
After nominauons and voting.
the final tallies were calculated.
The nominess gathered on
Wasmer Field, but only two would
be selected as the 1993 Homecoming King and Queen.
Twoseniors,Jenn1fcrClark and
Tracy Allgeier won the home·
coming titles.
Allgeier, a sociology major,
was surprised when he real ited he
won. "I was excited but rclcived
when it was over because my
stomach was in knots," he said.
Originally from Morrow, Ohio
near Cincinnati, Allgeier has enjoyed the past three years at John
Carroll University. He believes 11
is important to maintain a balance
of academics and community service work.
This year Allgeier volunteered
to help flood victims in St. Loius
over fall break and provide general maintancc work on homes in
Cleveland through the Christmas
in October program.
The time he has spent at JCU
would not be the same without

commumty service. "It wouldn't
be school without the opportunities like the St. Louis trip. I
wouldn't have learned as much if
I did not come to JCU."
Since his fresman year he has
alsodistnbuted meals in Cleveland
through the Meals on Wheels
program. He has watched the
program expand from serving I 00
to 150 people to now serving over
200.
There arc a lot of stereotypes
about impoverished people, but
Allgeier said the people he has
come in contact with arejust lonely
and misunderstood. Many of the
people just want someone to talk
to and he tries to be an an attentive
listener. "I always have an open
ear before an open mouth."
"I never saw a homeless person until I came to college," he
said. "People think they know
what it is like to be homeless but
they don't until they haven't had a
home for a while. It is an eye
opening experience."
Allgeier is also an off-campus
senator, co-organizer of the
Freshman Big Brother/Big Sister

Senior Tracy Allgeier

program, and assistant soccer
coach at Bellcfaire-Jewish
Children's Bureau. After soccer
season he will coach basketball
and possibly continue working
there over the summer.
Athletics are also important to
him. He ran track for three years
at JCU and is a member of the
men's volleyball club.
After he graduates in May 1995,

he would like to
work for the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps. and then
continue social
work with children.
Although he
spent three years
persuing a business degree, this
year he changed
to sociology.
Allgeier knew he
definitely wanted
to work with
children and
changed his maAtlene 8o)l<
jor because he
was unhappy.
"A money making job is not
that important, it'sdoing what
I like. I relate well with children."
Allgeier has had many opportunities to work with children during the summers as 4
H camp counselor and through
babysitting jobs. In the future
he would like to becomea4-H
advisor to encourage more

children to get involved.
At home he is surrounded by a
large family. He has five brothers
and two sisters. Even though his
lamily is spread all ovcrthe country. they always get together for
the holidays.
His college experieccs have
taught him many thtngs. He
bought a daily planner to help
J...ecp organited. hut like most
students he struggles to complete
everything on time.
"I do not take things for
granted," he sa1d. "The smaller
things have become important. I
am not worried about bigger superficial thmgs that a lot of people
arc concerned about."
"People ask why I am happy all
the time, but l have nothing to be
unhappy about. I have an education. a loving family, and fnends."
Ed1tor's Note: Jennifer Clark,
Homecommg Queen wtll be featured in the Oct. 21 issue.

Wertheim fulfills academic vice presidential duties
Search for permanent replacement continues
Adrienne 0 ' Ambrosio
Stoff Reporter

This year marks momentous
changes to the .hl.st9ry of John
Carroll UniveJsity Some of the
changes include the construction
of a new building, the increased
freshman enrollment, and the first
woman to be appointed as the academic vice president of the College of Arts and Sciences.
Sally Wertheim. Ph.D., is the
new academic vice president for
one year. She was appointed by
JCU President Rev. Michael J.
Lavelle, S.J. The position became
available when Rev. Vincent
Cooke, S.J., former vice president, moved to Canisius College
in Buffalo, New York.
Even though she docs not desire a permanent position, she said,
"I'm really enjoying it; it is very
interesting." She believes that the
position needs someone who is
willing to make "more of a long
term commitment."

•

education department for n•ne
The academic vice
yearsbeforebecomingdeanofthe
president oversees all
parts of the academic
Graduate School , her role as an
admmistrator ha:-. not aflo:~otcd hct
realm. Wertheim
deSire to teach.
hopes to expand the
Except this year, she has alopportunities for facways
taught a course on
ulty development. She
multicultural
education. She enis involved in core
joys
teaching
because she is in
curriculum changes
contact
with
students.
and JCU's future
Wertheim came to JCU in
planning process.
1970
with a graduate degree in
During this period she
historical
education. 'The John
is also searching for a
Carroll
mission
was something I
permanent vice presifelt
I
could
support,"
she said. "I
dent.
An~cla Marun
believe
very
strongly
in a liberal
Wertheim said it is Sally Wertheim
arts
education
and
values
orientaimportant to fulfill her
tion."
duties as well as she can even ate School next fall. She is taking
"(At a private institution like
though it is a temporary position. a temporary leave of absence. As
JCU]
if you had a good idea, there
She realizes that the next vice dean she is responsible for all of
was
rea
II y no barrier in the way of
president may not continue with the graduate programs, faculty
what
you
wanted to do," she said.
the same programs she starts, but research, and continuing devel"People
here
are accessible. I've
th1s does not discourage her. "I opment.
was
lucky."
always
felt
I
Although Wertheim chaired the
should accomplish all that I can,"
she said.
Wertheim will continue her
eighth year as dean of the Gradu- '
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THURSDAY, 7
Accountancy Career
Night, 7:15 p.m.1n the

Murphy Room.
Meeting,lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 9:30
p.m. in Saint Francis
Chapel.

FRIDAY,8
Deadline, Applications to
\WI1< on Dance Marathon

due to lisa Heckman.
Hold the Sa1pt, 8 p.m il
Marinelb Uttle Theatre,
spar ISOfed by the corrm.ri-

calions departrner1, also Oct
9.

SATURDAY,9
Christmas in October, 8

a.m. in the Belvoir paking
lot.
Sailing Regatta at

Western Michigan, also
Oct. 10.

Football vs. Mount Union
1:30 p.m. away.
Women's Soccer vs.
Marietta, 2 p.m. away.
Men's Soccer vs. Marietta,

2 p.m. at home.
~

~·

.,.

1\'IONDAY, J1
SUmmer 1994 course
offerings due to the office of
the registrar.

TUESDAY, 12
Mid-term grade lists
distrtbut8d.
French Movie, '1lle Return
~ Martin Guerre•, 3 p.m. in
the Mackin Room, sponsored by the French Club.
Men's Soccer vs. Baldwin
Wallace, 4 p.m. at home.
Meeting, Student Union,
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Exist at your own risk
Howard Schneider _ _ __
1993, The Washington Post

Each week in this country a
toddlerdrowns in aS-gallon bucket.
Poisoning from improperly
cooked food causes thousands of
deatlis each year from "Hidden
Hazards," published by Consumer
Federation of America.
Here is the problem. Do I stay at
my desk, and spend yet another
hour breathing as the newsroom
ceiling oozes lead dust? Or do I go
to the cafeteria for a hamburger and
ingest some cow's intestinal bacteria?
I could order a nice, chunky fruit
salad, except that more than I ,000
people a year die from choking on
food.
I could go for a walk instead.
Except that around 800 people a
year die from being hit by falling
objects.
There is, it seems, an epidemic
of death afoot. Accidents claim
45,000 lives per year and send hundreds of thousands more to the
hospilal, and it is utterly impossible
to skirt calamity.
At least that's the feeling inspired by the Consumer Federation
of America's recently released list
of "Hidden Hazards," a collection
of killers that, the group feels, need
more attention.
The list is selective- the federallonchoseltems where it felt people
could easily reduce their risk- but
the sweep IS so broad that no age or
aspect of life is excluded. from
infancy to senec;ccnce. from the
barroom to the bedroom.
This is just what we need. It IS
not enough knowing we are born to
die.
Into the gloom marches the federation, and countless other hazardof-the-month societies, introducing
more gloom.
Forget old age. Forget heart disease, cancer, car wrecks and other
major social traumas like gunplay

in the city. Death ~till lurks, though
it is more like the Three Stooges run
amok. God. it appears. loves good
slapstick.
People get struck by lightning,
knock the toaster in the bathtub or
slip under the lawn mower. Stuff
falls on them. They fall on stuff.
Stuff gets left inside by doctors

behavior. You save one life. you
feel good."
True enough. But there 1s also
the risk of too much risk: risk analysts note that people m modem
society are quantifiably safer than
in the past (there are more of us, and
we live longer), yet they feel threatened on every front, whether from

Forget old age. Forget heart disease,
cancer, car wrecks and other major
social traumas like gunplay in the city.
Death still lurks, though it is more like
the Three Stooges run amok. God, it
appears, loves good slapstick.
(four deaths in 1990).
AIDS (30,000 deaths a year) is
an easy call by comparison. You
know what to do. Or not do. But
accidents: The only plausible message is just to stay in bed. (Though
several hundred people a year die
falling out of it.)
The federation's theory in promoting its list is that an educated
consumer is a safer one. Toddlers
drowning in buckets is a horrific
thought, after all, and easily prevented;ahclmet.likewise,isasmall
pricetoavoidthehundrcdsofdeaths
and thou<>ands of head injuries that
result from bicycle accidents each
year.
"Many Americans do ha\'e that
feeling that everything causes canccr, or that people die a lot of diffcrent ways and you cannot control
your future." sa1d Mary Ellen Fise.
product-safety director for the federation. "The point we were trying
to make is that therearesomesimple
things you can do. that don't mean
drastic changes, that can reduce
your risk. Maybe we could make
some small incremental change in

question of the week:

thecarcinogendujour,orthespecter of genetic accidents, or nuclear
war.
Onewonderswhetheranational
time-out from hair-pulling might
not be as beneficial to the collective
soul as strapping on a crash helmet
whenever you walk under a ladder.
Just from the federation's brief
press release, it seems many of the
joys of life are merely accidents
waitingtohappen:Unprotectedsex.
Raw oysters. Monkey bars.
Monkey bars!
The threats start at hinh and
don't end until the end.
The 5-gallon buckets. popular
for bulk sales of goods like birdseed. detergent and dl') \\ all compound. are inevitably tempting to
toddlers when recycled for houschold chores like washing the car
Ifyou live past the toddh ng stage
(assuming, for example, that you
mastered the baby walker without
being one of the nearly 30.000 kids
who wreck them), you get to ride a
bike.
Lucky you.
"Each year 50,000 children suf-

''What was the best part of
Homecoming Weekend?"

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

~~CALL BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD
:?28·5998

CLEVELAND
486-2800

PARMA
661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

Professiof/111
H11irdresser

5:15p.m. in the Jardine

Room.
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fer bike-related head injuries. Three
hundred die," the federation reponed
Due to age and impulse, it is
only downhill from there: secondhand smoke. booze and the nagging
confusion between animal skin and
latex condoms. Only latex protects
from AIDS, syphilis, gonorrhea,
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital
warts and whatever else is hanging
around.
If you're still breathing at the
end of six or seven decades, you
can start to worry in earnest about
bad oysters and bad meat, which
are more dangerous for the elderly.
'This is intended not as a scare
tactic," said Fise. "Not everything
will kill you, and the ones that will
- there are steps to take."
The question is, which ones?
Pokeholesineverybucket, wear
a bike helmet religjously, cook all
meat to a crisp, switch to a vehicle
with an air bag and you remain at
fate's mercy.
The federation, it seems, only
scratched the surface. For the full
story, consult the national bible of
death: "Vital Statistics of the United
States, Volume II: Monality," published annually by the Centers for
Disease Control.
Think the world is a safer place
without nuclear power and communism?
Think again. Here are the numbers from 1990 - the latest available:
Electrocution in the home: 100.
Lightnmg: 89
Venomousanunalsandplants:55.
Fal I from slalrs or steps: 1,148.
Struck aCCidentally by objects or
perrons: 215.
Caught in or between objects: 99.
Suffocation by plastic bag: 42.
So disconnect the power, and
always ask for paper. Once the
precautions are in place, we'll have
a long life to tackle the next epidemic: death by inanition.

Bonnie Heaton
Senior

Brian Pakarcik
Freshman

Joe Waters
Junior

"I can't remember. "

"I don't remember."

'Watching frosh make
fools of themselves."

Women's Soccer vs.

Baldwin-Wallaoe, 7:ro p.m.
~-

Meeting, Sailing CILb, 9

p.m. in O'Dea Seminar
Room#4.

224 Murphy Hall

397-2265
Thursday
Friday
Saturdoy
Sunday

3 - 11 pm
3 - 11 pm
11 - 7 pm
5- 11 pm

Call for an appointment

Student Rates

'niURSDAY, 14
Fal Break begins after last
scheciBJ class.

Nicole Duffy
Senior
"Amy Kiss diving off

the table into a
guard's arms."

Jamie Hogue
Senior

Marcenla Perry
Junior

"Kevin Reed's nap in front
of East Hail."

'While sitting duty,
watching all the drunks
come home .. "

pbolol b)' """"'Collopy

AliDS:
It won't kill you
to talk about it.
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Daughter of Sarajevo fills her diary with death
Robin Abcarian
©1993. Los Angeles Times

If you are overdosed by images
of bloodshed in Bosnia, inured to
the hell ish pictures that keep staining the TV news and front pages,
tired of trying to figure out who is
the bad guy, perhaps the voice of a
little girl can reawaken your compassion.
Today, I donate this space to
Zlata Filipovic, a 12-year-old
Sarajevo girl, who began keeping a
diary on her II th birthday in 1991.
The diary was given by Zlata's
tcachertoaBosniananti-wargroup,
which published it last July.
Here are some excerpts.
Dec. 26, 1991: Today was the
last day in musical school for the
year. I passed my music school
exams with an A. Super. I sent a
letter to Satricici TV and won a
ticket for the.Ninja Turtles Show.
Yesterday was Christmas Day and
we went to see Martina and Matea.
Mum and Dad sent a package to
Srdan in Dubrovnik. There is a real
war going on in Dubrovnik. The
New Year's Day is coming soon
and I don't know where we are
going to celebrate or who with. YO
BABY YO! says the Fresh Prince
ofBel Air. Heisoneofmy favorites
on TV. Ciao!
Jan. 14, 1992: We had noise at
home because I stayed too long

with Vanja and Andrej. But you NOBODY IS SANE HERE!
can't play Monopolyjust for awhile! Bascarsija is destroyed. People have
Vanja and Andrej went completely been in Parliament since yesterday.
bankrupt and I had all red coupons Some of them stay in front of Par- 12 million to be exact. Oops, liament. Now they shoot at people
there's the Bugs Bunny Show on from the roof of the Holiday Inn.
TV- I have to watch it!
Maybe we will go to the cellar.
March 30, 1992: Hello, Diary! You, Mimmy, will surely go with
Youknowwhatlthink? AnneFrank me. I am desperate. Mimmy, war is
named her diary Kitty. Maybe I here! PEACE NOW!! I don't hear
could name you something: any shooting around the house any
Asfaltina, Sefika, Sevala, Mimmy more. Knock, Knock. I am knockor something else? I will call you ing on wood for good luck. Sigh!
Mimmy. Well, let's start. Dear This is all so very hard. But Augh!
Mimmy ... Tomorrow, so they told They shoot again??!
us we should go to Skenderija to a
April 15, 1992: Dear Mimmy,
classical music concert. My teacher there was a terrible shooting at
said we shouldn't go- there will be Mojmilo quarter ... Keka cries,
10,000 people - children, pardon Braco cries and Mum cries too.
me - and someone could take us And "they" up there in the hills
hostages or put a bomb in the concert scramble us with their grenades.
hall. Mum tells me not to go, so I Oh, WOOOOW! Why do people
won't. I don't dare to tell this. Melica make war? Love, Zlata.
heard at the hairdressers that on
April 23, 1992: This day in
Saturday, April 4, somebody will Sarajevo was horrible. Shells fall
bomb Sarajevo.
from all around, people and chilApril 3, 1992: Dear Mimmy, dren get killed, shooting everywhat should I do ifsomeone bombs where. We will probably spend the
Sarajevo? Azra leaves for Austria night in the cellar. Now I am getting
today. She is afraid of war. I am ready. I put cakes, juice, playing
listening to Radio M. I feel safer. cards and some other things in my
Mum says that what Melica heard knapsack. And I hear cannon and
at the hairdresser is disinformation. other shooting things. Love, Zlata.
Oh, Lord, I wish it were. Mimmy, I
April28, 1992: Dear Mimmy ...
love you.
Wow! Everybody left. I am staying
April 6, 1992: (The siege of here without friends.
Sarajevo begins). NOTHING AND
Apri129, 1992: DearMimmy ...

I would write much more about this
war if only I could. But I simply
can't bear to remember all those
awful events. I feel sick ofit! Please,
don 'tbeangry with me. Love,Ziata.
May 20, 1992: Dear Mimmy,
On the seventh of May, a bomb or
shell fell on the park. A lot of people
were hurt ... Selma lost a kidney
and NINA DIED. A piece of shell
stopped in her brain and she died.
Oh, she was so cute and a nice girl.
We were together in kindergarten
and often we played in the park. I
will draw a flower vase for Nina
WHO WAS KILLED IN THIS
DISGUSTING WAR!
May 27, 1992: Dear Mimmy ...
ASLAUGHTER! A MASSACRE!
A HORROR! A CRJME! LOOD!
SCREAMS! DESPERATION!
This is a description ofVaso Miskin
Street today. Two shells fell on the
street and one fell on the market.
And my Mummy was so near it.
Dad and I went mad because she
didn't come back. At 8 p.m. Dad
decided to go to the hospital to look
for Mamma, but a moment later we
saw her running over the bridge.
She was shaking when she entered
thedoor.Shesaid, "I saw massacred
people!" HORROR!
June 18, 1992: Our weekend
house in Dobrosevici , about 200
years old, was burned (we spent
last summer there). All burned. To

the foundation stone. Our neighbors Ziga, Meho and Becir were
killed. Doctor's house too. A lot of
people were killed.
June 26, 1992: BOREDOM!
SHOOTING!!!
SHELLS!!
PEOPLE BEING KILLED!!
DESPERATION!! STARVING!! MISERY!! TERROR!!
This is my life. The life of an
innocent 11-ycar-old schoolgirl!!!
August 14, I992:DearMimmy
... Since the day before, we have
had neither water nor electricity.
September 15, 1992: Dear
Mimmy ... A boy from my literary
group was killed. A shell fell in
front of a building and a horrible
fragment ofit killed him. Oh God ...
what is happening here ... ?
Last summer, when the diary
was unveiled at a ceremony in
Sarajevo, Zlata told the crowd
that being under siege makes her
feel like a swimmer forced to
jump into cold water against her
will. "I feel surprised, sad, unhappy and frightened, and I wonder where they arc making me
go," she said. ··r enjoyed my
childhood. I was warm there, I
was happy there, like all the children whose childhood is being
destroyed."
Zlata Filipovic will turn 13 on
Dec. 3.
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WE NEED YOU
to be • put of die

5th ANNUAL 26-HOUR DANCE MARATHON
to be held

March lOtb-Utb

Please help us to serve those who can't help themselves by
becoming involved in one of the committees listed below:
Activities ... Planning games, events and themes for the dancers participation in cooperation with the public relations committee.
Booklet ... Publish a program for the Marathon. Includes selling advertisements to Area Merchants, University Departments, Patrons and
Student Organizations.
Booth ... Encourage Student Organizations to sponsor concession stands and games during the weekend.

Couples ... Responsible for all dance couples prior to and during the event. Distributes Marathon T -shirts, registers dancers and informs
dancers of the weekends events.

First Aid ... Attend to minor medical needs of the dancers during the event.
Food ... Arrange meals and snacks for the dancers.

Fundraising ... Fund raise from Area Merchants, Alumni and anyone willing to donate!
Physical ... Physical prepartion (decorations, clean up, etc.) for the weekend.

Prize ... Soliciting prizes from Area Merchants and anyone else willing to share!
Publicity ... AU advertisement and promotional activities for the event.
Public Relations ... Arrange disc jockies and celebrity personalities to make guest appearances during the event in cooperation with the
themes and games of the activities committee.
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS OR BOX# _____________________________________________________________________
COMMITTEE OF INTEREST:

Please return to Lisa Heckman in the Dean of Students Office by Friday, October 8, 1993

-
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Mid-western Conference on Asian Affairs a success
Kevin Bachman
Assistant WOI"Id View Editor

The Midwest Confcrcnceon Asian
Affairs (MCAA) that took place t1us
weekend at John Carroll Unive~ity
and !he Cleveland Museum of Art
was an extraordinary success.
The University and the city of
Cleveland made an excellent impression on lhemore !han 240 participants at the Conference who came
from all over the counll)' to take part
in the 42nd Annual Meeting.
There were many special events
in addition to the 39 panels of dis
cussion that were schcduled.An
Asian medical sympos1um, an
Asian Village touralong with a
concert of Chinese music were extremely successful presentations to
the Conferencc.Thc Conference
covered a wide variety of topics.

.~·---. . . --... . V$01 --

Part of the Conference was dedi- of new video art at Saffron Patch.
catcd to the educatJon of Asian
Friday night's entertainment was a·
culture. Educating across cultures. banquet with a presentation hy AAS
Textbooks and Student Perceptions, president and University of Chicago
Development and Use of Video profcssorTetsuoNajita foil lowed by a
and Multi Media in the classroom, concert ofChinese music at Lhc Ornni
and using Art and Literature to teach Hotel. Saturday morning, there was a
Asian History were all panels pre- Continental Breakfast, sponsored by
semed at the Cleveland Museum of Case We!>tern Reserve Umversity
Art, the Omni International Ho- at the Cleveland Museum of Art.
tel, Ca'iC Western Reserve Umversity, Saturday night, the C
and John Carroll Univers1ty over the cheMr.t performed anal
program, and the ·
3-day conference.
There were many special events Cinematcque put on a
that took place m addition to Lhe Chinese and Japanese
scheduled discussions. Bcs1dcs the
Sunday morning.
outreach program for pre- college brcakfa'>t with the Mid ·~~'",,._,.,.
teachers, there was an As1an medical ence of Asian Affain
Symposium, an Asian Village dents. Asian Studies
tour, a tour of the Asian Col- Looking Toward the
lection at the Cleveland Mu- held at the Omni Hot("
seum o f Art, and a screening fercnce also informed
pants of Cleveland's
providmg them with
of weekend plays, C<
nightclubs. The Conft
with many issues conC'
and its outlook for the
economic, social, politJo
gious aspects of Asian lll~ w~·~ liDcussed. 111e move towards democratizationinAsiaandcoiTlJlleJcialization
in China were two of the intellectual
presentations of the program.
Abigemphasisoftheprogram w~
placed on art, literatureand folklore, as
it relates to the Chinese and Japanese.
111e Conference might not have
taken place without the help of the

M>kelamc>

ar student volunteers
JCU last weekend.

the program running
Students who helped ~ut
11 len VanCuy k, Jim
l
Robert Bucha, Ron
• , Thea Consler, Scott
\. 'lh Farrak, Tom Fraser,
Nu:ki
ltewald,
Elizabeth Howald,
(tlt ::>tVt y), l..tmlc:t ::>cwcud \.Lvuwaunication), Keiko Nakano (CMLC), Tomomilnoue,Joanne Leanza,Joe
Mark Di ffenderfer (Sociology), Markus, Jim Matzek, Nancy
Ernest DeZolt (Sociology), McGunn, Holly Ranquist, Kelly
Frederick Travis(Dean, College of Tabler, Melissa Vazzano, Shinichi
Arts and Sciences) , and the de- Yamamoto, Caityln Yeykal and
partments of physical plant, AV, countless others were excellent
Public Relations, Food Service, ambassado~ to the Participants,
Copy Center, Computer Services, and were a big reason the Conferand the Mail Room were instru- ence was so successful.

Saturday
October 9
MURDER
MYSTERIES
W1N

-CASH PRIZFS
- T-SHIRTS
-SQUIRT GUNS

100%
AUDIENCE

at8pm
in the

PARTICll'ATION

Wolf and Pot
Sponsored by Student Activities
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Blue Streaks
down Bears 30-24
Matt Milewski
Stoff Reporter

J ohn Carroll won a wild
Homecoming game Saturday defeating Ohio Northern Uni versity
30-24 before 3,205 fans at Wasmer
Field.
It was a game of big plays, and
the Blue Streaks (3- 1, 2- 1 in the
Ohio Athletic Conference) were
just happy to be ahead when the
fourth quarter ended.
JCU scored first with I 0:0 I
left in the first quarter and Carroll
facing a third and ten from the
Northern 44 yard line. Junior
quarterback P.J. Insana dropped
back to pass and was flushed out
of the pocket, but while he was
being pursued senior Gregg
Genovese was able to get open
and In sana connected with rum at
the 20, and he ran in for the score.
The point after attempt was
blocked.
Ohio Northern bounced right
back, however, and thanks to a 42yard carry by fullback Jeff
Gearhart, they had the ball first
and ten at the Carroll 14. Three
plays later quarterback Jason Clark
threw a 13-yard pass to flanker
Loren Meadows . The extra point
was good and the Polar Bears

celebrated their only lead of the
day. 7-6.
Late in the first quarter. Carroll
took advantage of a poor punt by
Northern ·s Craig Cook and retook
the lead o n a 31-yard Mario
Valente fi eld goal, 9- 7.
The next score came with 2:2 8
left in the second quarter when
P.J. Insana took the ball around
the right side for a 3-yard touchdown. The PAT went smoothly,
for a change, and JCU led 16 - 7.
Ohio Northern came back
quickly, though, driving from their
own 22 yard line to the Blue Streak
15 and Cook kicked a 32-yard
field goal to close the gap to 16 I 0 just before the end of the half.
SophomoreChadRankin, who
led all rushers with 128 yards on
29 carries, opened the scoring in
the second half with a 39-yard
touchdown run on the first play of
the drive. The point after failed.
The Blue Streak defense could
not hold after the score, though,
and Northern came back again.
This time it was flanker Tom
Perkins who did most of the damage on the drive, making catches
of 16, l 0, and II yards, respectively, to help bringhlsteam to the
Carroll 24 yard line. Following a

I 0-yard run by
fullback Isaac
Blair. quarter
bac k Jason
C lark threw a
t ouc h do w n
pass to (who
else?) Perkins,
this time going
for 14 yards.
Cook ' s kick
was gooda ,
and with 2:20
left in the third
the
Blue
Streak lead
had
Punter Ryan Haley averages 40.8 yards per punt
been cutback
to 22 - 17.
JCU began their first drive of was his first of the year, and to cap DeCarlo says that playing this
the fourth quarter at their own 45 it all off, he had thrown a 26-yard game will be a once-in-a-lifetime
yard line. Senior tailback Brad pass to flanker Jason Brown in the opportunity for his players.
The game will obviously be a
Eungard took over. Eungard ran second quarter. After the game
17 yards, and then he took the ball Carroll head coach Tony DeCarlo big challenge for Carroll as they
on an option from Insana into the had nothing but praise for Eungard. are last in the OAC in passing
end zone for an 8-yard touchdown. "Brad had a great game," DeCarlo defense, giving up 279 yards per
Insana threw a complete pass to said. "He was ready, and when he game.
MU 's quarterback is Jim
light end Brian Ash for the two- was called on he got the job done."
Next Saturday the Blue Streaks Ballard, who as o f last week
point conversion, and the Blue
will travel to Alliance, Ohio, to was the second-highest rated
Streaks led 30 - 17.
The touchdown capped off a face the Mount Union Purple passe r in Divi s ion III and
number o ne in total o ffe nse .
great day forEungard, whofinshed Raiders.
Mount Union is the number Ki c koff on S a turda y
is
with 45 yards on seven carries and
the touchdown . The touchdown one team in Division ill, and Coach sch eduled to be at I :30 p .m

ALL COMPUTERS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL. SOME HAVE NO EQUAL

STA I:EX
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

1-800-887-7827
24HOURS

COMPAQ Contura 486 Notebook Computer
• BfW VGA Screen
• 120MB HD
• Modem
• Wordperfect
•Norton PC Anywhere
• Extra Battery
• Aux. Battery
• Nylon Carry Case
• After DARK for Windows
• Quicken for Windows
• The Far Side Daily Planner

COMPAQ Contura 386 Notebook Computer
• 120MB HD
• Enhanced B/W VGA Monitor
• Nickel Cadmium Battery

$1,096 of
ftte. Software &

Accessories

$68.50 per month

FREE!!

Add a FuU Color VGA Screen & Pay Only $95/Month

HP Deskjet Portable
Printer

Other Systems & Printers Available

$500 Value

$99.50 per month

• Panasonic

• Okidata

• Company

•IBM

• Hewlett Packard

• NEC

•Apple

• Epson

• Laser
• CD-ROM

COMPAQ Deskpro 386/25Mhz
•1 20 MB HD

•4MB RAM

• Wordperfect

• Quicken

• Modem

• SVGA Color Monitor

• Mouse

• Mouse pad

• Windows 3.1

• DOS 6.0

• Personal Law firm - Contract generator
• COMPAQ Personal audio system with voice command

• FREE EPSON AP-2250 PRINTER TO
THE FIRST 10 THAT RESPOND
• JUST $100.00 DOWN/and $47.90 per
month (No application or set-up fees)
PaymentS based on a 36-monlh clo..ed end lease with SI .OO purc:!we option and a SSOO.OO down payment. wolh appro•ed cre<hl Scar uasing
Acceptance Corp. is a dl'osion of Cn:dlco Services LTD.. and EJW Holding Company. Prices and produccava~labtllcy ~ub,eccco change wolhouc
nouce .

STARTING AS LOW AS
$6.03 per month

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE
• Mouse • DOS 6.0 • Windows
• Free Delivery/Set-up • 1 Hr Free Training
• 3 Y r W arrenty -- Non pro-rated
• 5 Hrs Free Help Desk Support
• $1.00 Purchase Option at End of Lease

FREE
Athletic Bag
With
Every Purchase

Add a
CD-ROM
for as little as
$11.30 per month

-
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Men's Soccer wins
eighth straight
Steve Vitatoe
Stoff Reporter

-

I ~

Last Wednesday. on the slick
turf of Wasmer Field under rainy
conditions, the John Carroll University men's soccer team notched
their eighth win of the season and
continued their dominance in the
OAC as they defeated the Mount
Union Purple Raiders 3-0.
The team controlled the first
half, but missed some close offensive opportunities which resulted in a scoreless tic at halftime.
In the second half. JCU picked
up where they left off. hut again
the ball was misfinng until the
turning point of the match came in
the 55th minute.
Freshman Adrian Del Busso
headed a loose ball from the middle
of the box for a would be goal if it
wasn't for a Mount Union defender
stoppmg it with his hands. The
defender received a red card and
was ejected. As a result of the
penalty, the Blue Streaks were
awarded a penalty shot.
Senior tri-captain Rick Ferrari,
the team's leading goal scorer( I I),
and one of the Ohio Athletic
Conference's most potent forwards, promptly stepped up and
took advantage of the opportunity
and blasted a shot in the lower
right comer for a 1-0 lead.

RESERVE

JCU had finally broken the seal,
and JUSt a minute and a half later.
sophomore midfieldcr Marc Aubum launched a throw-in from
about the fifteen yard line which
was deflected into the net by a
Mount Union defender.
Auburn's second goal of the
season gave the Blue Streaks a 20 lead, and, in the 75th minute,
sophomore forward Jo7si Jalics
knocked in his second goal of the
season offan assist form Del Busso
to complete the scoring.
Although it took the offense a
while to get on the board. the team
recorded its third shutout of the
year. which shows the balance of
defense and offense.
Junior goalkeeper Mike Lyons
was pretty much untested in the
contest, thanks to strong play form
seeper Tom Hahn, swpper Mike
Zucal, and outside backs Tred
Hurst and Matt Sullivan.
When asked about the team's
current eight game winning streak,
senior tri-captain Pete Duggan
made a profound comment:
"We're winning now, and it's better than losing."
Assistant coach Bob Straub,
was asked to assess the team's
performance midway through the
season.
'Tm happy with how we're
playing now. We've been using a

OFFICERS'

set line-up for the last few games.
and I think the guys have finally
started to gel together. I think
Coach Katcmaini would agree."
When asked about the possibility of recc1ving a bid to
the NCAA Division Ill tournament, coach Straub was
optimistic.
"We have hope. We have to
take it one game at a time and be
ready to play each opponent. Our
showing in the Wilmington
Tournament really helped us out,
but we must heat Hiram and win
the Ohio Athleuc Conference to
be cons1dered.
He then went on to mention
what it would mean for the senior
team members.
"It would he nice to go to the
tournament. especially for theseniors who have been through two
one loss seasons in a row without
receiving a bid."
After starting the season with
three losses, the team seems to
have hit their stride as their
eight game winning streak
suggests. They hope to continue to have strong performances especially in the conference games.
The next OAC game for John
Carroll will he on Saturday October 9th against Marietta. Kickoff
is scheduled for 2:00p.m.

TRAINING

C0 R P S

Senior Chris Cage

Indian's fans
bid farewell t·o
the stadium
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Onve Intensity Those aren't words
you're hkely to see m many course
reqwrements Then agam, Army ROTC
1S unhke any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
challenge you mentally and physIcally through mtense leadership
trammg Trauung that bwlds charac-

ter, self-confidence and deciSIOn makmg
skills Agam, words other courses seldom use. But they're the credits you
need to succeed m hfe. ROTC is
open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requues
about 4 hours per week. RegiSter
thiS term for Army ROTC

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU tAN TAKE.
For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

Counc>y Spons Information

~----

It's over. Cleveland Municipal Stadium will no longer ~erve
as the home of the Cleveland Indians. The team which played in the
stadium fort he past sixty one years
ended their time at the gigantic
ballpark last weekend when they
were swept in three games by the
Western Division Champion
Chicago White Sox. However.
the outcomes of the games were
overshadowed by the bittersweet
good byes being bid to the stadium.
Although it will continue to
serve as home to the Cleveland
Browns, the Indians will move on
to a more baseball oriented park
(Gateway) next season.
Municipal Stadium was com·
pleted in 1932, and was built primarily as a bid to lure the 1932
Olympic Games to Cleveland. It
is one of the largest baseball stadiums in America, and one baseball playersaren'tparticularly fond
of. Season tickets were difficult
to sell because it was possible to
buy good seats only minutes before
the game began. Sell-outs were
rare, and the crowd which was
there always seemed smaller than
it was because of the mass1vc
seating capacity
The outfield was also large in
comparison to other baseball
fields. Perhaps the legendary Babe

Ruth described it best when he
said. "This isn't a ballpark. It's a
cow pasture. A guy ought to have
a horse to play the outfield.''
Although it was not a particularly great baseball park, there
were many highlights during the
Tribes sixty one year stay.
"'Municipal Stadium has been
the host for four All-Star games
(19'35. 1954, 196'3. 1981).
1948. Marked the only year
Cleveland Stadium served as home
to the World Series Champions.
*June 23. 1950: Luke Easter
slammed the longest home run in
stadium history. The ball traveled
477 feet.
*Ju l) 17. 1954:
Joe
Dimaggio's56gamehiuingstreak
came to an end.
·June 17.1960: Ted Williams
hit his 500th home run.
"April 8, 1975:
Frank
Robinson made his debut as the
major leagues first black manager
and homered in his first at bat.
*Augustl5,1993: Nolan Ryan
captured his 324th and final career
victory.
The last fl)' ball has been
caught, the last home run has been
hit, and the last game has been
played. but the memory of
Cleveland Stadium's baseball days
will last in the hearts of
Clevelanders for a long time to
come.
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"TIME AFTER TIME"
ACROSS
1 Hll dwelers

FliliBLii MIND

s SlrWalter

CARROLL NEWS TIME KILLERS

MARK RAKO<Y

10 Rock Ple-14 Sword
1s Tata dweller
16 ADI:x .-Jan
17 Record
18 Lay oft
19G~-Lot~

20 AJlliUM Tvnt
'22 C1odc TIIIU Divisions

24 Nmbrs.
25 'West Side" heroine
26 Gobs
29 Sweetheart?
30 Cnde
34 Conlllcts

35 Rol
36 Luggage I(Qr

37 Caesata3
38 Ouutlt 1Imu
40Tone
41 BeiLtN
43 RaklyMo.
44 Greek cheese
45 Folow
46 Ta1a
47 Command

48 Notrl endings
50 SADD concern

s1

54
58
59
61

Y~ nme Divisicns
CMw's Tll!ll Xuptr

Cowboy ctun

6 Sonny'aax
7 Cheel1o Ingredient
8 Atmlor~e
9 Sumatra swine
10 W'IIIUT Tlllll
11 Landed

46 Caw's name
47 Possess
49 Utters angry words
so Sand hils

12 lnacdve
13 Glr1
21 -rON" precedec

51 Spmgs
52 FolaoYs down or big
53 Region
54 Religious 1J00P
55 Chemical endings

23~

56 Biology~

Colorado ski resort
25 Blut Tllllll
._and The King of 26 Pifer
Slam•
27 Heap of stones
62 On the Allantlc
28 Zodiac sign
63 PortJon
29 AttJa for one
64 Tvnt NUISiilr11Wit
31 Hurt
65 Fila's command
32 Fry
66 Ushers
33 Impale
67 Concordes
35Purchase
DOWN
36 N.Y. City
1 Makeaver
38 Ofllce need
2 Long poem
39 Mimic
3 Nuisance
42 Solomon GTW1dy's
4 0oc1c Tune Divirioru
Ollistening Tvnt
S Shoeparts
44 TGTFTunu

57 1V Phyals' t.Jsband
SO Legume

MANNEQUINN
Gt~~T

:\oKE.

*%.Zl.
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~SSOCIATES

Excellent Extra Incomeenvelope stuffing, $600-$800
every week. Free Details:
SASE to International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230.

transfers, parties and more.
Nassau, Paradise Island,
Cancun, Jamaica, San Juan.
Organize a small group-Earn
FREE trip plus commissions.
1-800-GET SUN-1.

Greeks- Clubs, Student
Groups. Raise as much as you
want
in
one
week.
$100,$600,$1500. Market
applications for Citibank,
VISA,
MCI,
SEARS,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREET-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE Trip to MTV Spring
Break '94. Call 1-800-9320528, ext.65.

SPRING BREAK- 7 nights
from $299. Includes: Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More. NASSAU • PARADISE
ISLAND • CANCUN
• JAMAICA • SAN JUAN.
Organize a small group- Earn
FREE trip plus commissions.
1-800-GET-SUN-1.

DIALAMERICA- This job
wi ll help you develop marketing and communication skills.
Experience great for resume.
WE OFFER: am/pm hours,
top pay, paid training. TO
QUALIFY: must be eager to
learn, money motivated, dependable and articulate. Call
333-3367.
GREEKS&CLUB-Raise up
to $1000 in just one week. For
,your frat, sorority, or club.
Plus $1000 for yourself. And
a FREE T-SHIRT just for
calling 1800-932-0528ext. 75.
Spring Break-7 nights from
$299. Includes: Air, hotel,

Nice Family-needs energetic
and caring person to care for 4
yr old boy Tuesday, Thursday
or Friday afternoons. Close to
campus. 371-3272 or 3713292.
For Sale- 1987 Honda Accor.d
LX 67 ,OOOK, Air, Auto, A- 1,
$6300. Call 382-8191.
Cruise Ship Jobs!-Students
needed. Earn $2000+ monthly.
Summer/holidays/fulltime.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Casino Workers, etc.
No Experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, ext
Cl47.

JOHN 8e CAROL

',

~------------------

DOMEHEADS II: CRYING

ROBERT J. CORRIGAN

-
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Women's Cross Country team
finishes first at Heidelberg
Amy Fenske
Stoff Reporter

The women's cross-country
team received a scare last Saturday
as they pulled out a victory at the
Heidelberg Invitational by only
one point.
The team narrowly edged
Ohio Northern, a surprise Ohio
Athletic Conference rival, 58-59.
The Streaks were led by junior Danielle Sluga's second place
finish. Senior's Julie Koscinski
and Jen Alfredo finished 7th and
13th respectively. The other
members of the team finished 16,
20, 22, and 30th. Ohio Northern

countered with 6, 8, II, 15, 19,
23, and 24.
"As a team it was not our best
performance of the year," said
Coach Grove Jewett. "But it's an
accompliment to them to not run
their best and to still win."
The course itself was new to
the team and included several
small steep hills in the woods. It
isn't, however, as hilly as
Muskingum's course, where t!"te
Ohio Athletic Conference championship meet will be held. That,
of course, is what the women's
team is looking forward to.
"This team has great poten-

tial," said Jewett, ''and we all
agree that we have to make a firm
commitment to reach our optimumpotential by [theOACmeet]
October 30th."
The Streaks, who still retain
their perfect record in OAC competition, will perhaps face their
biggest challenge so far this year
tomorrow.
They will face all of the conference teams, including BaldwinWall ace for the first time this year,
atthe All-Ohio meet which will
be held at Ohio Wesleyan.
The meet is scheduled to begin
at l:OOp.m.

Streaks

Men•s Cross Country
shows improvement
Amy Fenske
Stoff Reporter

Things are looking up for the
men's cross-country team who
showed drastic improvement in
the meet which was held last Saturday.
The Blue Streaks finished
sixth at the Heidelberg Invitational, improving upon their past
two last place finishes. They defeated both Defiance and host Heidelberg College by the score of
165-191-208.
The young team, which in-

eludes four freshmen, is right
where it wants to be-improving,
and improving rapidly.
Freshman Brian Newcome,
who took three minutes off
his timefrom last week, finished with a personal record
30:50.27.
He said of Saturday's
meet, "We've improved since
our other meets where we
weren't placing as well as we
wanted to."
His optimism was echoed by
Coach Don Stupica.

Lady Booter•s
defeat Capital
Michele Contamessa
Stoff Reporter

-

The John Carroll University
women's soccer team prevailed in
a hard-fought battle against Capital
University last Friday on Wasmer
Field. The scoreboard read 4-2 in
favor of the Blue Streaks at the
end of the afternoon.
Both teams played tough defense throughout the first half.
Thirty-one minutes elapsed before
sophomore forward Molly Burke,
the leading scorer for the team,
sparked improved offensive
movement for the Streaks when
she scored and put them on top 10.
Perhaps inspired at halftime,
Capital came out strong early in
the second half and took the lead
2-1.
However, at 34:49, the Crusaders would score for the last
time. The Lady Streaks regained
control and shut them down.
The rally started at the 28:48
mark when Motria Oryshkewych,
a junior midfielder, scored on an
assist from freshman Katie

Schenck. This goal helped put the
team back on the right track.
"After we scored that goal to
tie, we got really fired up," said
Angela Rochowiak, JCU's freshman goal keeper. "We knew we
were the better team."
They showed it throughout the rest of the game by
their hustle and communication. They were obviously
determined to win.
Just two minutes after
Oryshkewych 's goal, Burke
scored for the second time giving
the Streaks the lead 3-2.
Then at the 10:29 mark,
Thea Consler, a John Carroll's
sophomore forward, put the
icing on the cake when she
launched a sail ing kick accurately into Capital's goal.
Friday's win gives the women's
soccer team an overall record of46-1.'

The next game for the lady
Streaks will be this Saturday when
they travel to take on Marietta.
The game is scheduled to begin at
2:00p.m.

"We're moving our way up,
which is gratifying. We're
advancing up the scale ... our
goal is to do it a little bit at a
time."
He stressed patience, saying
it is important not to be "too concerned" with the overall won-loss
record, or be trying to do "too
much, too soon" to compensate
for it.
What is important is the continued improvement by all the
members of the team.
Jason Lehker led all of the
Blue Streaks over the finish line
with a time of 28:58.76. This
placed him 22nd in a field of 84,
which is a notable improvement
from last week's Wooster Invitational.
Lehker was followed by

Ryan Haley

of the week

Leslie Mahl

John Carroll's
senior punter continues his consistency
this season as he
leads the OAC in
punting a~, sg
ye~heis

averaging 40.8 yards

per boot.
Charles Martin (24th, 29: 19 .69)
and Dave Frattare, who passed
six runners in the last 100 meters
to finish 31st with a time of
29:32.62.
The remaining four
Streaks stuck together and
finished in a pack to place 42,
43, 45, and 46th.

Last week, the
junior volleyball
player became only
the second person
in John Carroll
1Gf211,yball bistory
to have over 2,000
set assists in her
career.
This Friday the Streaks will be
attempting to continue their quest
for improvement when they face
many of the Ohio Athletic Conference teams at the All-Ohio
meet which is being hosted by
Ohio Wesleyan University.
The meet is scheduled to begin at I :OOp.m.

~ ATIENTION FRISRMEN aad SOPDOMORJS ~~
~'what do you know about require·

~~ents about you intended major?

«What are your options? )

/What concentration, minor, interdisciplinary]
program would best complement your intended major?

"MEET YOUR MAJOR PROGRAMS"
Fall 1993 Schedule

Department
I. Finance
2. Art History & Humanities
3. Education
4. Economics
5. Communications
6. ClassicaliModern Languages
7. Management/Marketing
8. Physics
9. Psychology
10. Mathematics/Computer Science
11. Accounting
12. Biology
13. History
14. Philosophy
15. Religious Studies
16. Sociology
I 7. Political Science
18. English
19. Physical Education
20. Military Science
21. Chemistry

~

Wednesday, October 13
Thursday, October 28
Tuesday, October 19
Tuesday, October 12
Wednesday, September 29
Wednesday, October 6
Wednesday, October 6
TBA
Tuesday, October 19
Wednesday, November 3
Wednesday, October 20
Wednesday, September 22
Tuesday, October 26
Tuesday, October 12
Wednesday, November 10
Wednesday, November 3
Wednesday, September 22
Tuesday, November 2
TBA
TBA
Thursday, October 28

7:00
4:30
7:30
7:00
7:30
3:30
4:30

Dean's Conference Room
AD 305
President's Dining Room
Jardine Room
TV Studio
AD226
President's Dining Room

7:00
5:30
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
4:30
3:30
7:00
7:30

Murphy Room
SC256
Murphy Room
Jardine Room
President's Dinjng Room
President's Dining Room
Faculty lounge
Sociology Department
Murphy Room
President's Dining Room

7:00 SC 256

Mark these dates on your calendar now to explore several majors

